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T 
o modify an old saying: Change is breaking out all over. During the 
last couple of months, Egon Krenz replaced Erich Honecker as leader 
of the German Democratic Republic, the Berlin Wall became a rather 
porous symbol of Europe's division, the hardline Bulgarian leadership was 
ousted unexpectedly, the Hungarian Communist Party became non-communist 
and promised free elections, and hundreds of thousands rallied for reform in 
East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria. 
These developments are changing the political geography of a Europe di-
vided into competing political and economic blocs since World War II, and are 
challenging the E.C. to take these new circumstances into account as it 
charts a path toward creation of its single market. But since this new order is 
not necessarily a stable one, Robert Hunter of the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies argues that any discussion of German reunification must 
take place in the context of a strong Community. Michael Farr looks at the 
effects of these recent developments on West Germany's domestic political 
situation, and concludes that the country will profit from them economically. 
U.S.-E.C. relations, too, are constantly in flux,  but Horst Krenzler, Direc-
tor-General for External Relations at the European Commission in Brussels, 
explains that the multilateral approach to trade is still the most effective way 
of organizing global trade. 
Europe magazine, too, is changing with the times, and we are pleased to 
announce that we have Robert]. Guttman, our new editor-in-chief, on board. 
Guttman originated the idea of publishing non-partisan magazines on presi-
dential candidates, and in 1979, started his own publishing company, Political 
Profiles, Inc., in Washington, D.C. The magazine's first issue focused on a rel-
atively unknown candidate named George Bush. Subsequent magazines pro-
filed all of the other 1980, 1984, and 1988 presidential candidates. 
In off-election years, Guttman published a bi-weekly newsletter called Po-
litical Profiles Report, which had one of the largest circulations in the coun-
try. He has interviewed over 700 local, national, and world political leaders in 
the past 11 years for his publications. 
Guttman also lectures frequently to foreign journalists, businesspeople, and 
trade groups on the American political system. In Washington, D.C., Guttman 
has been the host of a radio talk show, and is an adjunct professor of journal-
ism, communications, and political science at The American University and at 
The George Washington University. He also worked as an economist and in-
ternational trade specialist for the U.S. Department of Commerce and as a 
press secretary on Capitol Hill. 
This is my last publisher's letter: Henceforth, Robert Guttman will use this 
page to write a letter from the editor. I enjoyed being in touch with our read-
ers, and will always welcome a response to our articles. 
Giancarlo Chevallard New Issue 
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THE 
CAPITALS 
AMSTERDAM 
Art for 
Rent 
I 
n October, a kind of market-
ing  system for  modern  art 
was set up in the Netherlands, 
and the National Office of The 
Federation  of  Art  Loan  Cen-
ters in  The Hague is now the 
central office  of more than 60 
art loan centers, or artotheeks. 
Saskia Ter Kuile, an art his-
torian, heads the office in The 
Hague.  "The artotheeks were 
concentrated in the larger cit-
ies at first, but are now spread-
ing fast all over, including small 
villages."  She  believes  that, 
with  1992 approaching,  there 
is  the  possibility  that  the 
unique Dutch system of loaning 
art  could  possibly  become  a 
Europe-wide phenomenon. 
Loaning works of art is not a 
new  idea.  Arthur  Schlegel 
launched the idea in the 1930s 
in  Berlin,  where  the  project 
failed because of World War II. 
In the Netherlands, it started 
in the 1950s when an Amster-
dam artist, Pieter Kooistra, felt 
that "a broad public should get 
in  touch  with  contemporary 
art.'' He charged modest sums 
for  the loan  of  modern  paint-
ings and distributed them him-
self by bicycle. 
Some  30 years later,  some 
150,000  Dutch  men  and 
women call on local or regional 
artotheeks  for  the  loan  of  a 
painting.  For  prices  varying 
from  $25 for two paintings on 
loan in Amsterdam to $35 for 
one painting in The Hague, the 
loans  run from  six  months  to 
one  year,  and  arrangements 
can be made to buy the paint-
ings without interest. 
A  committee  comprised  of 
artists  and  the  heads  of  the 
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loan  centers selects  paintings 
that qualify  for  their centers. 
These paintings are the work 
of registered professional art-
ists,  that  is,  those  who  have 
obtained a degree from an art 
academy and  are members of 
the "artists' union." 
About 200,000 paintings are 
circulated among the art loan 
centers. Statistics show that 2 
percent of the population, aged 
between 16 and 62, are mem-
bers  of  a  loan  center.  More-
over,  the  number  of  people 
wanting  to  subscribe  to  the 
loan centers is increasing annu-
ally by 10,000 to 15,000. 
The art is  often  seen as  a 
status symbol, and those most 
interested in  it are people be-
tween 25 and 45 who use it to 
decorate  their  apartments. 
The largest group of subscrib-
ers are women, most of whom 
have  an academic degree and 
moderate  salaries,  and  live 
alone in big cities. 
The art loan centers do not 
focus solely on the cities, how-
ever.  "We  are  aiming  at  a 
broader public, and we want to 
go  to  the  country.  Not  only 
"yuppies"  want  to  impress 
their visitors,"  Ter Kuile  ex-
plained. 
The Federation aims to im-
prove  publicity  and  organiza-
tion, and to simplify the system 
for the artists. "We want a pub-
licity  project  with  the  Dutch 
railway system so as to reach 
people  all  over  the  country," 
Ter Kuile said. "At present, we 
[also]  need  a  marketing insti-
tute  to  function  efficiently,  a 
computerized system that en-
ables us to pass on the market 
value of paintings, and a bulle-
tin  board  indicating  demand 
and value. . . . [In addition,] the 
system for  artists is  fearfully 
intricate.  We  hope  it  can  be 
simplified.  However,  it  all  de-
Loan centers in the Netherlands make modern art accessible to the 
general public. Here: J. Van 'T Slot's "Zonder Titel" ("Without 
Title"). 
pends  on  the municipal  coun-
cils and whether, for example, 
the members of the council are 
predominantly  Labor,  Chris-
tian  Democratic,  or  Liber-
al."-NEL Sus 
PARIS 
Divisions 
Unveiled 
T
wo teenage Moslem girls 
whose  religion  forbids 
them to show  much  of  them-
selves have been on the cover 
of almost every major French 
magazine  in  the  past  month. 
They are the unwitting stars of 
what has been dubbed rajfaire 
du voile-or "the veil  affair." 
The  chador,  or  Islamic  veil, 
they wear over their heads has 
come  to  symbolize  the  inter-
twining of  religious and racial 
tensions in  France, as well  as 
political  and  philosophical  is-
sues. 
L 'affaire  du  voile  began 
when the two sisters, who  at-
tend a  public  school  in  Creil, 
south of Paris, refused to take 
off their head covers for class. 
The principal tried to negotiate 
with the girls'  parents:  Could 
they  wear  the  chador in  the 
courtyard and halls but remove 
it  in  class?  Their  father  was 
adamant. His daughters would 
not be seen bare-headed: That 
was  against  the  family's  Is-
lamic religion. 
The  girls  were  suspended 
from school a day before mid-
semester  break.  In  the  two 
weeks  that  followed,  politi-
cians,  teachers,  school  chil-
dren,  and  religious  leaders-
practically  the  whole  coun-
try-began to take sides. 
There  is  a  legal  basis  for 
each  of  the  opposing  argu-
ments.  On  the one  hand,  the 
girls cannot be denied school-
ing, because that is mandatory 
in  France. On  the other hand, 
wearing the veil breaks a fun-damental rule of French public 
education, which forbids  pros-
elytizing or even showing reli-
gious symbols in class. 
In  the  political  realm,  the 
issue made for strange bedfel-
lows:  The  Communist  Party 
and  jean-Marie  Le  Pen's  ex-
treme  right  wing  were  both 
against  the  veil.  And  while 
many members of the Socialist 
Party apparatus at the grass-
roots  level,  including  a  great 
number of public school teach-
ers,  were  overwhelmingly 
against the chador, the Social-
ist  Government  itself was  di-
vided,  especially  after Educa-
tion Minister Lionel jospin said 
the girls should be re-admitted 
even if  they could not be talked 
out of wearing the veil. 
Conservatives were also  di-
vided.  Some  felt  the Socialist 
Government was being too lax 
toward immigrants by giving in 
on the veil affair.  Other mem-
bers of the right, which tends 
to  be  closer  to  the  Catholic 
Church  than  the  Socialists, 
called for tolerating the veil. 
All  religious  leaders, 
whether  Catholic,  Protestant, 
or jewish, preached tolerance 
with regard to the girls' creed. 
This  further  infuriated  parti-
sans of a totally secular educa-
tion,  and  fueled a debate that 
can only be fully understood in 
the  historical  context  of 
France's public education sys-
tem. 
In this Catholic country, the 
church held a virtual monopoly 
on  education  until  early  this 
century. When a secular public 
school system was first set up 
in 1905, it was defined in oppo-
sition to religious schooling. If 
children  wore  crosses,  they 
had  to tuck them inside  their 
clothes.  Public  school  was 
meant as a haven of free  and 
critical  thought  and  religious 
principles were to be left out-
side the school door. Inside, all 
children were equal:  Until  20 
years ago, schoolchildren even 
wore identical smocks to em-
phasize  their  sameness,  re-
gardless of their upbringing. 
Five prominent intellectuals 
considered among the most ad-
amant  supporters  of  secular 
schooling recently published an 
open letter in  the left  -leaning 
Nouvel Observateur magazine, 
saying  that  this  was  another 
episode  in  the  ongoing  battle 
between church and  state, or 
rather between religion and re-
public,  and  warning  of  reli-
gion's renewed "appetite" for 
combat.  Among  the  signa-
tories,  philosopher  Alan 
Finkielkraut likened the veil af-
fair  to  the  death  threats 
against Salman Rushdie earlier 
this year,  arguing that it  was 
another symptom of the rise of 
Islamic  fundamentalism  in 
Western society. 
Five  moderate  Moslem 
intellectuals in France also pe-
titioned against the veil,  argu-
ing  that  the  interpretation of 
the  Koran  it  symbolized  was 
incompatible with the tenets of 
a democratic liberal education. 
First, they argued, the chador 
put girls on an inferior footing 
to boys since they have to hide 
parts  of  themselves.  Second, 
the  fundamentalists'  dogma 
does not allow for free and crit-
ical  thought.  The  Moslem 
intellectuals concluded that, if 
the girls were allowed to wear 
chadors  in  school,  the funda-
mentalists, the most reaction-
ary  representatives  of  Islam, 
would  also  become  the  most 
prominent in France. 
The  controversy  over  the 
chador has unveiled a number 
of questions. One of these con-
cerns the representation of the 
eight  -million  strong  Moslem 
community in France. Islam is 
numerically the second religion 
in  France,  far  ahead  of  the 
Protestant  and  jewish  faiths. 
Since  the  affaire  du  voile, 
there have been calls for creat-
ing a "ministry of integration" 
to ease ethnic friction, and also 
calls  for  stricter  immigration 
laws. 
Tension still ran high as the 
country  awaited  a  high  court 
decision  about  wearing  the 
chador in class, which was ex-
pected at the end of November. 
Meanwhile,  the  mid-term 
break  has  ended,  and  all  the 
teachers  at  the  Creil  Lycee, 
where the controversy started, 
announced  that  they  would 
walk out if the two sisters re-
fused  to unveil  upon  their re-
turn.-VIRGINIA ISBELL 
ROME 
Trying 
Times 
I 
t took over 20 years, but the 
Italian judicial system has fi-
nally begun a process of reform 
that will bring it on a par with 
the rest of the European Com-
munity. In fact, since the Italian 
judicial  system  is  universally 
known to be one of the slowest 
and most anachronistic of  the 
Western  nations,  the changes 
are seen as more a revolution 
than a reform. 
The  old  inquisitorial  rite, 
upon  which  the  entire  legal 
system  has  been  based,  was 
retired at the end of October. 
This procedure was  responsi-
ble for unimaginably slow and 
tortuous  judicial  proceedings. 
One of the most typical exam-
ples,  which  more  than  once 
made  human  rights  organiza-
tions point an accusing finger, 
was  that of preventive deten-
tion,  whereby  a  defendant, 
once  arrested,  could  remain 
jailed  for  years  before  being 
brought  before  a  judge  and 
tried.  Moreover,  the  public 
prosecutor (that is,  the judge) 
filled  both the accusatory and 
inquisitory roles. 
Some of the 7  46 articles of 
the  new  Italian  judicial  code 
contain new elements based on 
international principles. Equal-
ity of the parties, separation of 
the functions of judge and pros-
ecutor,  presumption  of  inno-
cence  until  proven  guilty-
these are all tenets of the mod-
ern, Anglo-Saxon  judicial  sys-
tem that until now were miss-
ing from an Italian code mired 
in norms imposed in the 1930s. 
The media's response to the 
changes was  positive:  Banner 
headlines  read  "Perry Mason 
has  finally  entered Italy's  old 
and decrepit courtrooms.'' 
One  result of the reform is 
that justice will  now  be  more 
expeditious:  The  first  few 
weeks of the new system, for 
example,  have  already  con-
firmed  that  trial  times  are 
shorter. And for the first time, 
satisfied  but  still  perplexed 
Italians are witnessing events 
hitherto  unthinkable:  namely, 
the trial and conviction-or ac-
quittal-of  defendants  less 
than 48 hours after being  ar-
rested. 
But even if justice is chang-
ing,  "the  old  problems  re-
main," wrote the authoritative 
daily Carriere della Sera, and a 
feeling that is shared by a ma-
jority of other observers. The 
main  problem  is  that  the  re-
form  was  initiated  before  all 
the  underlying  judicial  struc-
tures were ready.  Minister of 
justice Guiliano Vassalli had in-
sisted on setting the reform in 
motion. "If  we wait any longer, 
the situation won't get any bet-
ter. It is  better to begin now, 
and then to fix the structures," 
he had reasoned. 
Consequently,  the  reform 
began  without  enough  man-
power and courtrooms to back 
up  a judicial  system that sud-
denly began to move at an un-
usually fast pace. And what had 
been suspected was confirmed: 
An insufficiency in the number 
of courtrooms, and judges bur-
ied  .beneath  years  of  back-
logged  cases.  In  Naples,  for 
DECEMBER  1989  5 example, the Court's archives 
are submerged beneath the pa-
perwork of over 25,000 accu-
mulated cases. 
Vassalli  philosophically 
notes that: "We will have to be 
very  patient.  Personnel  and 
structures  will  soon  be  rein-
forced."  Italians  have  always 
had lots of patience, and  they 
will  need  some  more  in  the 
months to come.  But then the 
stakes-seeing that old  judge 
to  whom  they  had  become 
tiredly  resigned  turn  into  an 
aggressive  and  trustworthy 
Perry Mason-are worth it.-
NICCOLO D'  AQUINO 
ATHENS 
Pollution 
Politics 
A 
t the beginning of Octo-
ber,  17  Mediterranean 
nations  and  the  E.C.  met  in 
Athens  to  discuss  their battle 
against marine pollution in the 
framework of the 197  5 Medi-
terranean  Action  Plan  (MAP), 
and to take new measures. Wil-
liam  Mansfield,  deputy  direc-
tor of the United Nations Envi-
ronment  Program  (UNEP), 
under whose auspices the con-
ference  was  held,  told  dele-
gates that environmental pro-
tection  was  "a mushrooming 
political  priority,"  and  criti-
cized the MAP states for resting 
on "ambitious paper plans that 
are  not  implemented."  He 
pointed out that some have still 
not set up pollution monitoring 
programs, and  that only eight 
of the 17 countries. have  con-
tingency plans for oil spills. 
Not  so  long  ago  the  UNEP 
concluded, ominously, that the 
Mediterranean, though in dan-
ger,  was  not  dying,  "at least 
not  yet."  A few  figures  illus-
trate the threat to it, however. 
Every  day,  some  600  ships 
traverse the sea, many of them 
carrying  gases,  chemicals,  or 
hazardous  wastes.  Each  year, 
detergents,  factory  effluents, 
untreated sewage, lethal min-
erals,  and  650,000  tons  of 
crude  oil  are  spilled  into  the 
Mediterranean-a closed  sea 
that  renews  its  waters  only 
once  every  80  to  100  years. 
Each  summer,  some  100 mil-
lion  tourists  descend  on  its 
coastline. 
The MAP,  which  has  a per-
manent  coordinating  unit  in 
Athens, was given formal legal 
status by  the  1976 Barcelona 
Convention.  Protocols  banned 
the dumping at sea of the most 
dangerous  wastes  (mercury, 
cadmium,  and  radioactive ma-
terial,  for  example),  and  pro-
vided  for  inter-governmental 
cooperation  in  emergencies. 
Seven years ago,  another pro-
tocol  on  controliing  pollution 
deriving  from  "land-based 
sources" (such as sewage, fac-
tory  waste,  and  farm  chemi-
cals) came into force. 
The  actual  application  of 
these  protocols,  however,  de-
pends on  consensus over spe-
cific steps and on the will of the 
national  governments  in-
volved. Such agreement is not 
easy  to  reach,  and  the  MAP 
inched  forward  in  Athens  in 
October  by  banning  the  dis-
charge of used lubricating oils 
(though  only  from  1994), 
prohibiting the use of anti-foul-
ing paints containing organotin 
compounds on  boats less than 
25  meters long  (from  1991), 
and  outlawing  incineration  at 
sea  (also  from  1991).  It  also 
adopted  an  "action  plan"  to 
protect  the  Mediterranean's 
endangered marine turtles. On 
the  whole,  the  delegates  left 
the conference feeling reason-
ably pleased with themselves. 
Their  satisfaction  was  not 
shared by all  observers at the 
conference,  however.  Profes-
sor Michael Scoullos, president 
of the European Environmen-
tal Bureau  (EEB),  an  organiza-
tion that represents 120 Euro-
pean environment groups with 
a combined membership of 20 
million,  said that while  he had 
noted the good intentions, "an 
immense  gap"  between  dec-
larations and results was mak-
ing  people  skeptical.  He  also 
welcomed  the  E.C.'s  decision 
to join  the Barcelona Conven-
tion, but was dismayed that the 
Community's  1990  environ-
ment  budget  was  lower  than 
this year's. 
Gerard  Pest  of  Friends  of 
the  Earth  called  it  "a disap-
pointing  conference  with· no 
real  progress,"  at which  too 
little happened too late, and at 
which  many  issues  had  not 
been addressed at all. No steps 
had been taken to protect the 
endangered monk seal, for ex-
ample;  nor  were  "specially 
protected  areas"  designated, 
as  decided  in  principle  four 
years ago.  Some  countries,  it 
seemed, did not want such ar-
eas because of the cost, while 
the European countries on the 
Mediterranean  said  that they 
had  already  created  enough, 
and  that new areas should  be 
located elsewhere. 
Roberto  Farrigno  of 
Greenpeace  attacked  the 
meeting for failing to curb the 
transport of  toxic  wastes.  He 
described  the  Basel  Conven-
tion  signed in  March as  "lim-
ited  to  notification  proce-
dures,"  and  expressed  fears 
that the industrialized world in-
tended to legitimize the trade 
by  placing  it  within  "accept-
able"  rules.  Dr.  Humberto de 
Cruz, vice-president of the EEB, 
scathingly  dismissed  the  ma-
rine  turtle  action  plan  as 
"years overdue," not binding, 
and requiring mere data collec-
tion instead of action. 
Officials  of  the  MAP  coordi-
nating  unit  conceded  that 
things could  and should  move 
faster,  but  called  attention to 
the  difficulty  of  getting  17 
countries-the eighteenth, Al-
bania,  currently has  observer 
status, but is  expected to join 
soon-to commit  themselves 
to  simultaneous  action.  And 
while  they described some  of 
r~;iijw•~···~~  I the environmental groups' crit-
Tons of sewage, oil, and other wastes are dumped into the Mediterranean each year. Above: 
icisms  as  "rather  absolute," 
they also  underlined the deci-
sion  taken at the Athens con-
ference  to  allow  non-govern-
mental  organizations  to 
participate  in  the  technical 
committees  that  prepare  the  Greenpeace plugs a waste pipe. 
6  EUROPE biennial Barcelona Convention 
meetings. 
Some  excitement  was 
caused in Athens when Turkey 
introduced discussion of a MAP-
style  program  to  protect  the 
Black  Sea,  and  proposed  co-
operation  between  the  two 
programs.  This  opens  up  the 
prospect that the Soviet Union 
(which was quick to show inter-
est in  such  cooperation),  Bul-
garia,  and  Rumania  could  be-
come  parties  to  a  Barcelona 
Convention extended to cover 
the Black  Sea.  On  the whole, 
that  may  be  good  news,  but 
what  effect  might  it  have  on 
decision-making?-PETER 
THOMPSON 
BRUSSELS 
Ending Musical 
Chairs? 
A 
!though he may have to 
wait  a  while,  Ernest 
Glinne,  a  Belgian  Member of 
the  European  Parliament 
(MEP),  is  convinced  that  this 
E.C.  institution should  be  en-
tirely  headquartered in  Brus-
sels. 
Currently,  the  European 
Parliament's  facilities  are  di-
vided  between  France,  Bel-
gium, and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg.  Consequently, 
the organization is  often deri-
sively known as "the traveling 
circus," since its plenary ses-
sions are held in Strasbourg, its 
administrative staff is  in  Lux-
embourg,  and  its  specialized 
committee meetings take place 
in Brussels. 
For years,  MEPs  have  com-
plained  that  their  sessions  in 
Strasbourg  require  extensive 
travel.  Personnel streams be-
tween  the  cities  by  the  hun-
dreds,  and  documents  are 
transported by  the truckload. 
Most deputies spend consider-
able  time  in  Brussels  doing 
committee work and touching 
base with E.C. officials,  lobby-
ists, and journalists, and  stud-
ies  show  that the  Parliament 
spends more than $37 million 
each year to  hold  sessions  in 
Strasbourg. 
Fearing a diplomatic contro-
versy, Belgian politicians have 
in the past made a point not to 
mention  "The  Battle  of  the 
Seat" between the three cities 
to  consolidate  all  parliamen-
tary  activities.  In  October, 
however,  Glinne,  a  veteran 
MEP, decided to call a spade a 
spade. 
He  is  concerned  about  the 
many  incentives France is  of-
fering to persuade MEPs to stay 
in  Strasbourg. At the opening 
of  the July  session, for  exam-
ple,  they  were  welcomed  by 
French  authorities  with  flow-
ers and  an  alluring  agenda of 
.advantages to come. Promises 
of  improved  air  service  be-
tween Brussels and Strasbourg 
struck  a  positive  chord,  but 
other incentives,  such  as  the 
installation  of  improved  tele-
communication services, were 
less meritorious than they ap-
peared. 
The French want to provide 
all  518 deputies with a televi-
sion  set  and  access  to  most 
national  channels,  plus  a  fax 
machine  and  a  personalized 
beeping  service,  known  as 
Alphapage.  This  sophisticated 
device will soon allow any MEP 
to be called in  the Strasbourg 
area  provided  his  office  is 
plugged into France's national 
videotex system. In the future, 
the system should enable each 
MEP to be called 24 hours a day 
in  the  United  Kingdom, 
France,  West  Germany,  Italy, 
and Belgium. 
In an interview with the Bel-
gian  daily  La Libre Belgique, 
Glinne, who sits on the Parlia-
ment's  budgetary  committee, 
said that while faxes are essen-
tial  for  the  work  of  a  Euro-
parliamentarian, he challenged 
the  usefulness  of  Alphapage, 
noting that it was "too expen-
sive." "It is as if France were 
paying  the cab  to  the restau-
rant, but asking you to pay the 
meal," he stated. According to 
La  L ibre  Belgique,  it  would 
cost the Parliament more than 
$1.7 million a year to run the 
entire telecommunications sys-
tem. 
In preliminary talks with the 
Parliament,  Paris  had  agreed 
to pay  $2.4 million  to  absorb 
equipment  and  installation 
costs,  but  any  remaining  ex-
penditures  would  have  to  be 
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DECEMBER  1989  7 covered  by  the  Parliament's 
budget. Glinne and others fear 
that these costs will rise by 4 to 
10 percent every year. 
The  telecommunications 
conflict  is  only  one  aspect  of 
the institution's location prob-
lem.  The decision  to  consoli-
date the Parliament's activities 
in  Brussels  must  be  unani-
mous,  and  few  countries-
France above  all-are willing 
to  raise  this  issue  when  E.C. 
states are paving their way to 
1992. 
There may be a light at the 
end  of  the  Euro-tunnel,  how-
ever.  In  1988,  the  European 
Court of Justice ruled that the 
Parliament  could  hold  "ex-
traordinary  and  special"  ses-
sions  in  Brussels.  While  Bel-
gian  officials  have  kept  a low 
profile on this issue, entrepre-
neurs in  their country are un-
dertaking  the  task of  wooing 
MEPs  away  from  their  Stras-
bourg  home.  A new  building, 
ostensibly  designed  for  the 
Parliament's  committee  ses-
sions, was inaugurated last Oc-
tober in Brussels, just a stone's 
throw  away  from  other  E.C. 
branches.  Its  new  hemicycle, 
slated for completion in  1991, 
just  happens  to  hold  exactly 
518 seats. So,  while  Brussels 
may have no right to claim for 
itself the "seat" of  the Euro-
pean  Parliament,  it  will  cer-
tainly have the infrastructure, 
facilities,  and  services  to  ac-
commodate  it.-CHRISTOPHE 
LAMFALUSSY 
LONDON 
Trial and 
Error 
I 
t  is  not  every  day  that  a 
government,  its  police 
force,  and  the  state judiciary 
admit  that they have  made  a 
monumental  mistake  that has 
deprived four  young people of 
their  freedom  for  15  years. 
Precisely this happened at the 
Court of Appeal at the Old Bai-
ley in October, however, where 
it  was  admitted  that  three 
young  Irishmen  and  one  En-
glishwoman  had  been  framed 
by  the police for  a murderous 
Irish  Republican  Army  (IRA) 
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claimed  responsibility  for  the 
Guildford bombing. Even a de-
fense  lawyer's  discovery  last 
year  that the  police  had  sup-
pressed that a crucial alibi wit-
ness had  been interviewed at 
the  time  of  the  investigation 
did  not  persuade the director 
of  public  prosecutions  to  re-
open the case. 
Pressure on the Home Sec-
retary by  an  array  of  promi-
nent public figures finally  per-
suaded  the  government  to 
order the police to re-open the 
~  case.  It had  taken a series of 
~ investigative  television  pro-
~ grams, a book  by  a respected 
~ journalist,  and  numerous arti-
8 des by  others  to  exert  suffi-
~ dent pressure on  the govern-
~ ment to overrule the judiciary 
§ and the constabulary. The  Ob- •••llllr a:  ~  § server  newspaper  wrote  fol-
The reputation of Britain's judicial system has been tarnished by 
recent police scandals. Above: The Old Bailey in  London. 
lowing  the  group's  release: 
''The events of the past week 
are among  the most  momen-
tous the English legal system 
has seen this century .... The 
judicial system stands accused 
of gross inadequacy . . . . Why 
did it take so long to establish 
the truth? Why  did  the courts 
not  recognize  that  a  terrible 
miscarriage of justice had  oc-
curred? And,  perhaps most in-
sistent of all, what can be done 
to  prevent it from  happening 
again?" 
bombing of a pub  at Guildford 
in  Surrey,  near  London,  in 
1974. 
The revelation that the po-
lice  had  faked  evidence  by 
editing the answers of the ac-
cused  to  make  them  incrimi-
nating,  and  had  then  brow-
beaten  their  prisoners  into 
signing the "confessions," will 
make  it  more  difficult  in  the 
future to persuade judges and 
juries  in  England  that  un-
corroborated  police  evidence 
can be trusted. It will now also 
be  harder for  the state pros-
ecution to win a case that rests 
solely on  incriminating admis-
sions  made  under  police  in-
terrogation. 
Since  the  Guildford  case  is 
the  third  police  scandal  this 
year  concerning  the  routine 
fabrication of confessional evi-
dence,  it is  difficult  to  accept 
the "rotten apple" theory that 
the  police's  actions  in  the 
Guildford case were an excep-
tion. Moreover, the traditional 
image  of  the  British  police 
force  as  being  impartial,  fair, 
and decent has been tarnished 
by  the  recent  revelations  of 
corruption, and police and pub-
lic are changing their attitudes 
toward each other. 
"Conventional  wisdom  in-
sists that the police cannot do 
their job without wholehearted 
public support. Well, it may be 
the best way,  but it is  not the 
only way," John Walker,  a re-
tired  senior  police  officer, 
wrote recently. "Make no mis-
take,  a lack  of  public  support 
will not neutralize the police: It 
will  merely  change  the  way 
they do  their job."  He  warns 
that the next generation of po- · 
lice officers will owe little alle-
giance  to  any  sentimental po-
lice  traditions of  the past.  "If 
the world into which they are 
born has no reason to respect 
or care about  its  police,  they 
cannot but help shape a police 
force that is in retreat from the 
public."  Walker  foresees  a 
tightly supervised police force 
dedicated to maintaining public 
order but leaving  the preven-
tion  and  detection  of  routine 
crime to the private sector. 
Not only the police force has 
emerged  sullied  from  the 
Guildford case, however. Eng-
land has  liked  to  claim that it 
has the best judicial system in 
the world. Yet its appeal courts 
refused to overturn the origi-
nal conviction, despite the fact 
that  the  sole  evidence  con-
sisted  of  uncorroborated  and 
contested  confessions  (such 
confessions cannot be used to 
convict in  Scotland, for  exam-
ple),  and that an  IRA  unit cap-
tured in  London  subsequently 
The  Home  Secretary  has 
also ordered a series of enqui-
ries  to  find  out  what  went 
wrong  and  how  to  prevent  a 
repetition.  The  police  are  in-
vestigating  their  own  proce-
dures, and the judges the legal 
procedures.-DAVID LENNON 
MADRID 
Defining a 
Majority 
j 
udging  from  most  foreign 
and domestic news reports, 
pain's  October  29  general 
elections  were  a  real  cliff-
hanger, in which the ruling So-
cialists seemed on the brink of 
disaster. 
Early exit polls  falsely  pre-
dicted  a  comfortable  par-
liamentary  majority  for  the 
party of two-term Prime Min-
ister Felipe Gonzalez, then did LUXEMBOURG 
Banking  Secrecy 
I 
H 
eaas  of State and  Gov- stance  Luxembourg  authori-
•  ernment meeting at the  ties will provide information is· 
European  Summit  in  Stras- when lhe prosecution  ha~ be-
bourg this rribnth  will  be con- gun its investigation and a na-
sidering, coordinated  E.C.  ac- tiot1al  court  makes  a  specific 
tion  against  Colombian  cJ.rug  request. 
barons, including tightening up  Others,  including  some  ih 
banking regulations within the  the European Commission, ar-
E.C.  to crack down  on money  gue that this  does  not  go  far 
laundering facilitie$,  enough,  and  will  not  assist  in 
The subject is not without a  catching criminals or carrying 
certain poignancy  for  Luxem- outsEurope-wide investigations 
bourg.  Just  over  a  year  ago,  into  fraud  and  other financial 
* U.S.  authorities revealed that  crimes. One  Luxembourg offi-
the  American  subsidiary  of  a,  ciat  however,  said  tha~ the 
Luxembourg-based  holding  other countries will have to de-
company  was  alleged to have  cide just how far they are·  will-
been  involved  in  laundering  ing to cooperate in the crime-
funds for Colombian drug deal-*'  fighting effort before trying to 
ers. Luxembourg officials were  get Luxembourg  to  jum}i)  on 
quick  to point  out  that there  the bandwagon. 
was no hint of any illegal activi- Some  effort  has  already 
ties  taking  place  within  the  been made at the E.C. le\el to 
Grand  Duchy.  Even  so,  new  coordinate the fight against the 
legislation m~g  m01aey laun- Colombian  drug  barons.  E.Ctt 
dering a criminal offense, pun- countries have pledged $3 mil-
. ishable  by  stiff fines  and  long• lion to the Colombian*Govem"" 
prison  sentences, was  pushed  ment to help in. the fight,  An<;L 
through  with  remarkable  following  an  initiative  earlier 
speed.  According* to  Luxem- this year by French !!resident 
bourg  banking  officials,  the  Fran~ois Mitterrand,  each  of 
Grarid  Duchy  now  has  the  the member states has  Q.esig-
toughest legislation on  money . nated oge top official to coordi-
laundering  anywhere  in  Eu- nate ·the  anti-drug  campaign, 
rope.  although  there  is  no  firm· 
Meanwhile,  however,  Lux- agreement yet on how investi-
embourg has doggedly pursued  gations  will  be  catried  out 
jts  right  to  guarantee  total  acr-.Qss E.C. borders. 
banking secrecy for any inves- The  fact  that  the  issue  is 
tor in  a  LuxE:;mbourg  bank,  a  now  being  considered  by the 
policy that puts it at odds with  E.C.  Heads  of  State indicates 
the other ·E.C.  member coun- that  concern  is  growing ·ovef 
tries and  the- European  Com- the  increasing  availability  of. 
mission. The Luxembourg Par- drugs throughout the E. C., and 
liament, in fact, agreed earlier  that a lot of work still needs to 
this year to a new banking se- be  done.  In  the  search for  a 
crecy law that tightens up the  solution,  Luxemoourg will  un-
old  text and  ensures that tax  doubtedly come under mount· 
authorities  and  other govern- ing pressure to alter its bank-
ment  officials  are  denied  ac- ing  laws.  Whether  it  will  be 
cess to all bank accounts.  able  to  hold  out  and  save  its 
PressUre has been mounting  most  impmtant  industry  re-
on  Luxembourg  to  relax  this  mains  to  b~ seen.  Since  the 
rule  and  to  cooperate  more  financial  services  sector  now 
closely in cases of internatienal  accounts for just over 20 per-
financial  crime,  including  cent of the country's gross na-
money  laundering  and  tax  tional  proauct  and* employs 
fraud,  but  Luxembourg  fears  nearly 10 percent of the active 
that this would erode its posi- population,  however,  Luxem-
>tion as an intamatianal banking,  bourg  is  not likely  to give  itl 
center.  According  to  govern- without  a  fight.-DENISE 
ment officiais,  the  only  in- CLAVELOUX  ·®:!" 
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DECEMBER  1989  9 an  abrupt  about  -face  to  sig-
nal-equally incorrectly-that 
the Socialists  would  fall  short 
of that majority.  Finally,  when 
Interior  Minister  Jose  Luis 
Corcuera  announced  the first 
official  results,  the  Socialists 
had  won  176  seats,  one  seat 
more than half the total num-
ber in the lower house of Par-
liament. 
Television, radio, and news-
paper  reporters  talked  of  a 
"brush with defeat" and specu-
lated that the Socialists could 
be forced to rethink their pro-
.  growth economic  policies  and 
negotiate pacts with other par-
ties. Some stories said that the 
communist-led United Left co-
alition was the big winner, pick-
ing up a million votes mostly at 
the Socialists' expense. Others 
wrote that the Socialist victory 
hung by the thread of disputed 
results in the provinces of Bar-
celona and Murcia. 
The  suspense  became  al-
most unbearable a week later 
when Murcia's provincial elec-
tion commission ruled that, be-
cause  of  irregularities  in  the 
vote, it had annulled the results 
at several polling  places.  The 
modified  results,  as  reported 
the next morning, showed that 
the  Socialists  had  held  on  to 
their  precious  seat  and  their 
majority  by  two  votes.  Then, 
however,  that  same  election 
commission reversed itself and 
awarded the Socialists'  176th 
seat to the United Left. 
While  this  might  seem  to 
have  dealt  Gonzalez  a  major 
blow,  the issue is a little more 
complex.  The  ruling,  if con-
firmed  by  a  provincial  court, 
will set the Socialists back psy-
chologically  by  taking  away 
their  much-trumpeted  third 
consecutive  majority.  The 
steady dip in seats and popular-
ity  since  the  party's first  re-
sounding victory in  1982, and 
Gonzalez'  own  hints  of  his 
eventual  retirement,  hav~ 
served to remind  voters that 
the  Socialists  will  not  be  in 
power  forever.  At  the  same 
time,  the  lack  of  an  outright 
majority  will  not  impede  the 
Socialists from forming a gov-
ernment,  however,  and  will 
have little effect on their ability 
to pass legislation. 
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If the ruling stands, the So-
cialists  will  have  17  5  par-
liamentary deputies,  69 more 
than the conservative Popular 
Party,  its  closest  rival.  The 
United Left coalition will have 
18 members, the same as the 
center-right  Catalonian  re-
gional  party.  Former  Prime 
Minister Adolfo Suarez' weak-
ened Democratic Social Center 
will have 14 deputies, and the 
rest of the seats will scattered 
among  smaller  parties  with 
widely different viewpoints. 
Even  if all  the  opposition 
parties could agree on a candi-
date for prime minister-a vir-
tual impossibility-the Social-
ists would be able to block his 
majority  election  on  the  first 
ballot  and  elect  Gonzalez  by 
plurality on the second. But it 
should not come to that, since 
the  Basque  Nationalist  Party 
(PNV),  which  runs the Basque 
regional  government  in  coali-
tion  with  the  Socialists,  has 
said it will vote with Gonzalez. 
In  fact,  the  Socialists  may 
end  up  with  a  parliamentary 
majority anyway.  In  1986, the 
political arm of the Basque sep-
aratist  group  ETA  renounced 
the five  seats it won  because 
its members refused to pledge 
allegiance to the Spanish Con-
stitution. This time, their four 
would-be deputies are trying to 
gain  their  seats  by  hedging 
their pledges by inserting "due 
to  legal  imperative,"  before 
promising to obey the law. This 
formula  worked for  the Euro-
pean Parliament elections, but 
the  president  of  the  Parlia-
ment, who  will  probably  be  a 
Socialist, may decide not to ac-
cept it. 
Once  the  Socialists  have 
formed  the  government,  the 
eclectic makeup of parliament 
will make for almost automatic 
passage  of  most  bills,  which 
require only a majority of vot-
ing  deputies,  and  not  of  total 
seats. 
To  understand  the  Social-
ists'  parliamentary  position, 
one should not think of them as 
being one seat short of a major-
ity.  It  is  more  helpful  to  re-
member  that  they  have  the 
same  number  of  seats  as  all 
their  opponents  combined.-
RICHARD LORANT 
DUBLIN 
Legal 
Minefields 
I
n  1983, a referendum was 
held to amend the Irish Con-
stitution to include a clause af-
firming the "right to life of the 
unborn." This meant that abor-
tion had now become illegal in 
Ireland both under a 19th-cen-
tury British law and under the 
Irish  Constitution.  One  would 
have thought that was the end 
of the matter for  the foresee-
able future. 
Instead, the European Court 
of  Human  Rights  in  Stras-
bourg, which is the guardian of 
the  European  Convention  of 
Rights,  and  the  European 
Court of Justice,  which  is  the 
ultimate  arbiter  of  E.C.  law, 
are going to have  to give rul-
ings on  certain aspects of  the 
Irish  ban.  The  fact  that  the 
Irish  prohibition  on  abortion 
has landed in the laps of judges 
of  both courts well  illustrates 
that European laws are begin-
ning  to figure  more largely in 
Irish courts. 
Following the 1983 referen-
dum, two women's counselling 
centers in Dublin (Well Woman 
and  Open  Line)  continued  to 
advise  Irish  women  on  how 
they could obtain abortions in 
Britain,  the  destination  each 
year  for  an  estimated  4,000 
Irish women seeking abortions 
where they are legal. 
The Society for  the Protec-
tion  of  the  Unborn  Child 
(SPUC),  the Catholic  conserva-
tive  group  that  had  success-
fully  led the campaign for  the 
referendum, brought a civil ac-
tion against the two centers in 
the  High  Court.  SPUC  won  an 
injunction,  upheld  by  the ·  Su-
preme  Court,  that  prevented 
the  centers  from  giving  in-
formation about abortion facili-
ties in Britain. 
Civil  liberties  groups,  how-
ever,  were uneasy at this  re-
striction on the freedom of in-
formation.  The  two  centers 
lodged  an  appeal  with  the 
Court  of  Human  Rights  in 
Strasbourg alleging a breach of 
the Convention's provision on 
freedom  of  information.  As  a 
signatory  of  the  Convention, 
Ireland is obliged to accept the 
rulings of this court-the Irish 
Government has, in fact,  used 
it  before  to  accuse  Britain  of 
torturing  prisoners  in  police 
custody in Northern Ireland. 
Since the Strasbourg ruling 
would  take  at least  a  year,  a 
group  of  Irish  university  stu-
dents has decided to challenge 
the ban  on  providing informa-
tion about abortions in Britain. 
They printed this information 
in  a  magazine  distributed  to 
students  at  Trinity  College, 
Dublin,  and  other  student 
publications.  SPUC  was  obliged 
to  appear  again  before  the 
High Court to get an injunction 
preventing  14  students  from 
distributing  the  offending  in-
formation. Just when it looked 
as  if the  students  would  be 
jailed  for  defying  the  injunc-
tion,  however,  their  lawyer 
sprang  a  surprise  by  arguing 
that an important point of E.C. 
law was involved, and that the 
judge  should  therefore  refer 
the case to the European Court 
in  Luxembourg  for  a  prelimi-
nary ruling. 
The lawyer argued that, un-
der E.C.  law,  people  have the 
right to give information about 
services legally available in an-
other E.C.  country. The judge 
agreed  that  the  European 
Court should first give a ruling, 
and  postponed  the  SPUC  at-
tempt  to  have  the  students 
jailed for contempt. Temporar-
ily,  at least,  they are  free  to 
continue  distributing  the 
controversial information. 
While  Ireland's  constitu-
tionallawyers are intrigued by 
this  situation,  they  are  also 
worried  about  the  legal 
minefield that lies ahead, espe-
cially  if the  Court  of  Human 
Rights  rules  against  Ireland's 
Supreme Court, or if the Euro-
pean Court gives a ruling con-
trary to the other courts' deci-
sions. 
One  constitutional  lawyer's 
opinion is that the leeway given 
to national governments under 
E.C. law to derogate from the 
freedom  of  movement  for 
goods and services if contrary 
to  "public  policy"  will  ulti-
mately favor  the anti-abortion 
case.  Curiously  enough,  most The Danish Government is encouraging early language learning 
among schoolchildren (above), who may begin to learn English at age 
seven. 
scriptions  at  home  and  at 
At universities and business 
schools, most textbooks are in 
English.  In economics, Ameri-
can  textbooks  dominate,  and 
although the country of origin 
may vary in other subjects, the 
language will in most cases be 
English.  Some  theses  and 
much  scientific  work  is  now 
written  in  English,  and  then 
translated into Danish if  neces-
sary.  This  is  especially  com-
mon in fields of research where 
no Danish terminology exists. 
Danes share the passion for 
English  with  other  Scandina-
vians, the Dutch, and Flemish-
speaking Belgians, but not with 
the French or, to the same ex-
tent, the Germans.  While  the 
Germans  prefer  English  to 
French, they still  believe that 
there is  room  for  German  in 
the  world,  without,  however, 
claiming full rights as an inter-
national language.  In fact,  the 
German language is now com-
manding greater attention be-
cause of  the developments  in 
Eastern Europe,  where  there 
are strong, if  not always happy, 
links  with  Germany.  While 
nothing challenges the popular-
ity of English, more and more 
Danes see the mastery of sev-
eral  languages  as  the  key  to 
success  in  the  Community.-
LEIF BECK F  ALLESEN 
of the 14 students, who  were 
ready to go  to jail rather than 
stop  distributing  information 
on  abortion,  say  they  do  riot 
favor  setting up  abortion clin-
ics in Ireland. But they believe 
Irish women should be free to 
choose to have an abortion in 
Britain.-joE CARROLL 
school.  ~--------------------------------------------~ 
COPENHAGEN 
No Need 
to Dub 
A 
new study by the Danish 
Institute of Future Stud-
ies  predicts  that  all  young 
Danes will be completely bilin-
gual in  English and Danish by 
the beginning of the next cen-
tury. Given that this date is less 
than 12 years away, that objec-
tive may be a little ambitious. 
Nevertheless,  several  promi-
nent members of a think tank 
set up by Prime Minister Poul 
SchlUter  have  proposed  that 
English  be  made  compulsory 
from the first grade in primary 
school onward. 
Such a proposal would mean 
that Danes would  start learn-
ing English at the age of seven, 
rather than at 11 or 12, as is 
the  case  now.  Most  Danish 
children  would  not  protest 
such a move; indeed, they are 
highly motivated to learn Eng-
lish, for proficiency in that lan-
guage would allow them to en-
joy English-language television 
and  films  much  earlier,  and 
would  also  give  them greater 
scope  when  absorbing  com-
puter manuals  and  game  de-
Unlike large European coun-
tries  such  as  West  Germany, 
France,  and  Italy,  television 
and film material in Denmark is 
not dubbed, but is simply subti-
tled in  Danish.  This enhances 
the competitiveness of Danish 
as compared to German televi-
sion, which is now accessible to 
most  Danes.  Danish  viewers 
find that some of the Wild West 
flavor  of  John  Wayne  is  lost 
when he shouts "Hande hoch!" 
rather than "Hands up!" More-
over, when the voices of Ger-
man  professionals  hired  to 
speak the lines become associ-
ated with certain actors or ac-
tresses,  it  is  disorienting  to 
suddenly  hear  them  as  the 
voices  of  other famous  actors 
in very different roles. 
Since  subtitles cannot tran-
scribe a program's full content 
or all the nuances in the spoken 
words,  they act  as  a  spur to 
learn  the  language  itself.  No 
official  figures  exist,  but  it  is 
estimated that one-third of all 
Danes,  and  two-thirds  of  all 
Danes under the age of 25, are 
able to read an English news-
paper with a degree of under-
standing comparable to that of 
mother  tongue  readers.  Al-
though such estimates are al-
ways tricky,  and circulation of 
English-language  newspapers 
and periodicals tends to be lim-
ited to a  specialized  group  of 
mainly  business  readers,  lei-
sure  magazines  and  nightly 
segmented  magazines  target-
ing computer buffs  are slowly 
changing this. 
DECEMBER  19B9  II LISBON 
Architectural 
Antics 
P
ortuguese  newspapers 
have  been  giving  satura-
tion  coverage  to  the  scandal 
chronicles from  several world 
capitals as they seek to justify 
media  treatment of  the coun-
try's own first big sex expose. 
Respectable  family  journals 
like  the  leading  weekly 
Expresso have carried reports 
from  Rome  (examining  the 
phenomenon of  porno-deputa-
da Cicciolina), Washington (the 
lurid Gary Hart affair), Athens 
(for details on the matrimonial 
upheavals of the Papandreous), 
Tokyo  (looking  at the geisha-
linked rise and fall  of Japanese 
premiers), and Paris (for a par-
ticularly piquant French over-
view of the subject). 
Behind this sudden flurry of 
interest  is  a  genuine  home-
grown  scandal  involving  the 
adventures of one of the coun-
try's  best  known  architects, 
Tomas  Taveira,  who  is  well-
connected in  government cir-
cles  and  in  the  local  jet  -set. 
Fifty-one-year-old Taveira first 
hit  the headlines  in  the early 
1980s  with  his  daring  post-
modernist  architectural 
projects that transformed the 
face  of domestic architecture, 
provided  the  language  with 
new  concepts  and  vocabulary 
("Taveirarising"  the  land-
scape, for example), and gener-
ated a slavish school of imita-
tors. 
In  less  than  10  years, 
Taveira  became  famous, 
bought  himself  a  Rolls 
Royce-the  supreme  status 
symbol  in  a  country  where 
such cars are rarely seen-and 
took  over three of  the coun-
try's  leading  nightclubs.  He 
and his wife glittered in news-
papers'  social  columns  and 
traveled  in  the  nation's  chic 
cocktail circuits. 
In  an  interview,  Taveira 
once told me of his long grind 
to the top. Born into a humble 
working-class  family,  he  left 
school at the age of 12 to work 
with  his  father  in  the  work-
shops  of  the Lisbon  tramway 
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Tomas Taveira, currently at the center of Portugal's first big sex 
scandal, designed Lisbon's ultra-modern Amoreiras shopping 
center (above). 
company.  He  completed  his 
education at night,  and finally 
graduated  from  architectural 
school with top grades. 
Taveira  acquired  numerous 
enemies as he rose to the top, 
principally  among  his  own 
architectural colleagues. They 
detested both his flair for pub-
licity and his colorful portfolio 
of major public and other build-
ings in  Lisbon and elsewhere, 
which attested to his architec-
tural potency. 
His most brazen project, the 
giant  Amoreiras  shopping, 
residential, and office complex 
that  towers  colorfully  and 
controversially on  one  of  Lis-
.  bon's  seven hills,  set Taveira 
definitively on the road to do-
mestic and  international fame 
and  fortune  after its  comple-
tion in  1985. Ironically, it may 
have also  marked the start of 
his decline. Things began to go 
wrong  for  the  tennis-playing 
bon  vivant  earlier  this  year 
when newspapers published in-
vestigations about his architec-
tural firm's  alleged  irregular-
ities  in  dealings  with  the 
Ministry of Health over a ma-
jor  redevelopment  project  in 
Lisbon. 
As  official  inquiries  got un-
derway into a web of complex 
deals involving his and a num-
ber of other firms, however, a 
second  scandal  was  ready  to 
explode. In early October, after 
weeks  of  veiled  allusions  of 
what  was  coming,  a  weekly 
scandal magazine set the coun-
try abuzz by publishing a lurid 
peek into Taveira'  s private life. 
The  October  2  issue  of 
Semana Rlustrada carried an 
eight-page  full-color  pull-out 
supplement of stills it said were 
from  a  home  video  allegedly 
made by the architect himself 
using  a  hidden  camera.  The 
pictures  unmistakably  identi-
fied  the  unclothed  architect, 
who  is  married  and  has  two 
children, in a series of intimate 
poses with at least two differ-
ent women. 
The scandal  over what the 
architect did  in  his  beautifully 
.  decorated office also has reper-
cussions on a closely knit soci-
ety,  where  many  leading  fig-
ures  may  have  been  unwit-
tingly  compromised  by  the 
exuberant architect. 
In  Andre  Neves,  the  pub-
lisher of the scandal magazine 
involved, he may have met his 
match.  Although  the  authori-
ties have opted for  an official 
investigation,  Neves  insisted 
there was more  to come and 
refused  to  be  bowed  by  the 
state's  intervention.  Conse-
quently, the state prosecutor's 
office  ordered the confiscation 
of parts of the following  issue 
of  Semana  Rlustrada  hours 
before it was to hit the streets 
with a second series of compro-
mising photographs. 
Taveira's  lawyers  an-
nounced that he planned to sue 
the  magazine  for  about  $3.8 
million for "damage to his per-
sonal and private reputation." 
If the case goes ahead, it will 
be the highest such claim ever 
to come before the Portuguese 
courts. 
Fernanda Pego of the Lisbon 
state prosecutor's office,  who 
ordered the seizure of all mate-
rial relating to the second issue 
of Semana Illustrada, said she 
acted  pending  a  "criminal  in-
vestigation." The prosecutor's 
office said police were looking 
into a possible case of  "abuse 
of press freedom and violation 
of privacy.'' 
Abuse  of  press freedom  or 
not,  Neves'  office  said  the 
Taveira issue, which cost 160 
escudos ($1), had "sold out in 
minutes,"  and  subsequent re-
ports  said  it  was  fetching  as 
much  as  50  times  the  cover 
price and was also doing a roar-
ing  trade  in  color  photocop-
ies.-KEN POTTINGER 
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uch as clairvoyants of old stud-
ied  crystal  balls  for  signs  of 
things  to come,  European and 
American  industrialists  are increasingly 
looking into their computer and television 
screens as they ponder the future of high 
technology.  While  the  picture  remains 
somewhat blurred, the broad outlines of 
the  commercial  environment  of  the 
1990s are nevertheless coming  into  fo-
cus. 
As  business leaders and politicians on 
both sides of the Atlantic seek new ways 
to meet the challenge of japan's impres-
sive economic performance, the emphasis 
is increasingly being placed on collabora-
tive efforts to gain an edge in  two vital 
technologies:  semiconductors  and  high-
definition television (HDTV). Semiconduc-
tors, those silicon chip building blocks of 
anything  from  dishwashers  to  military 
radar, are above all  thought essential to 
maintaining a state-of-the-art presence in 
the computer field. High-definition televi-
sion  is  an  avant-garde  technology  that, 
while  still  in  the  experimental  stage, 
promises  pictures of  cinema-like  sharp-
ness for home television sets. Progress in 
both  of  these  areas  would  be  self-re-
inforcing, since HDTV will be a big user of 
computer chips and its enhanced picture 
screen technology will have applications 
for computer imaging. 
In the three-sided race into the high-
tech future,  the United States remains 
strong in chips, Europe has an important 
presence  in  consumer  electronics  like  · 
television and video equipment, and japan 
has become the pioneer in putting all this 
together  to  take  the  lead  in  HDTV  re-
search and development. In fact, the japa-
nese public television company (NHK) will 
begin  the first  high-definition  television 
broadcasts on  a  limited  basis  next  fall. 
This japanese advance  has caused both 
private sector and government officials in 
the E.C.  and,  to a lesser extent, in  the 
United States to speed up  their own ef-
forts to carve out a piece of the HDTV pie. 
Alongside  individual  European  and 
American research and development pro-
grams,  the  first  steps  have  also  been 
taken  to  explore  collaboration  between 
U.S. and E.C. firms as an answer to the 
japanese  HDTV  surge.  The  Europeans 
have been the most active in promoting 
their indigenous  HDTV industry.  Part of 
the E.C.'s 1990-94 framework program 
in  research  and  technological  develop-
ment involves  continued support of  the 
Eureka R&D  effort that groups the 12 
E.C. countries with seven of their Euro-
pean neighbors. Under Eureka auspices, 
for example, companies like Philips of the 
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RACING INTO THE 
HIGH-TECH  FUTURE 
U.S. strength in computer chips could complement Europe's strong television industry in high-
tech cooperation. Above: IBM's 4-megabit DRAM, the most advanced memory chip available. 
GREATER U.S.-E.C. 
COOPERATION IN  R&D 
PROMISES COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES 
FOR BOTH. 
Netherlands,  Thomson  of  France,  and 
Bosch of West Germany have pooled their 
resources to  develop  a  European HDTV 
standard to rival japan's. Thomson,  the 
biggest volume television producer in the 
world,  is  scheduled to sell its first  sets 
with a hybrid picture technology incorpo-
rating some high-definition elements next 
year, with Philips not far behind. 
In the United States, there have been 
calls on Capitol Hill for a greater commit-
ment from the Administration to support 
a  domestic  high-definition  television  in-
dustry.  Senator  Albert  Gore  (D-TN), 
chairman of the Senate subcommittee on 
science, technology, and space, has held 
hearings this year on the subject, and has 
joined with his colleagues john Kerry (D-
MA), and john Heinz (R-PA), in asking for 
matching  grants and  tax  and  anti-trust 
relief to encourage American companies 
to cooperate in consortium arrangements 
like the European Eureka program. 
The  Defense  Advanced  Research 
Projects  Agency,  a  U.S.  Government 
arm, is,  for  example,  planning to spend 
$10  million  this  year  to  support  HDTV 
research,  but  the  Bush  Administration 
has somewhat cooled in recent months to 
the idea of pinpointing HDTV as a focus of 
high-tech  research.  Secretary  of  Com-
merce  Robert  Mosbacher,  although  an 
early  backer  of  HDTV  efforts,  has  now 
explained that the United States .wants to 
avoid  an  industrial  policy  approach  of 
"picking winners" and would  rather let 
market forces determine where U.S. re-
search energies are directed. Some in the 
United  States are also  pessimistic  that 
the japanese lead in this area may simply 
be too great to overcome. 
This is  where the idea  of U.S.-Euro-
pean high-tech cooperation comes in.  In 
many  ways,  HDTV  is  a  natural  area  of 
collaboration between U.S. and European 
firms.  Two European companies, Philips 
and  Thomson,  own  four  U.S.  television 
manufacturers-Sylvania,  Magnavox, 
· RCA,  and  General  Electric.  With  Zenith 
the last remaining U.S. -controlled televi-sion  producer,  the  American  industry 
could  thus  use  help  from  the  stronger 
European  television  industry.  At  the 
same  time,  the  United  States  is  more 
advanced  than  the  E.C.  in  computer 
chips, and HDTV sets are expected to take 
10 times as many semiconductors as con-
ventional sets. 
The U.S. Government has taken some 
steps in  the direction of the Europeans. 
Washington had originally supported the 
Japanese HDTV  standard,  partly because 
the United States and Japan currently use 
the  same  conventional  television  stan-
dard. But the United States dropped that 
support at the meetings of the Consulta-
tive  Committee  on  International  Radio, 
the Geneva-based organization that is for-
mulating  a  draft  recommendation  on  a 
single  worldwide  HDTV  standard  to  be 
adopted in 1990. E.C. Commission Vice-
President Filippo Maria Pandolfi has ar-
gued for U.S. adoption of the new Euro-
pean  standard,  but  the  U.S.  Federal 
Communications  Commission  has  not 
made any decision on whether to pursue a 
U.S. standard or to follow the Europeans. 
The European broadcast standard has the 
advantage of  compatibility with existing 
sets, while  the Japanese standard would 
require new sets to be phased in immedi-
ately to receive HDTV programs. 
European industrialists  like  Cornelius 
van der Klugt, chairman of Philips, have 
been arguing the case for joint U.S.-E.C. 
research and development in high-defini-
tion  television.  At  the  official  level,  an 
informal  U.S.-E.C.  High  Technology 
Working  Group  meets regularly  to dis-
cuss areas of common interest, with HDTV 
figuring high among them at past gather-
ings. The lack of a U.S.-based HDTV con-
sortium has acted as one  barrier to fur-
ther  efforts.  Nothing  concrete  has 
emerged from  the discussions of repre-
sentatives of IBM,  Zenith,  Motorola, Ap-
ple,  AT&T,  and  others on  setting up  an 
American  version  of  the  Eureka  HDTV 
program.  Moreover,  without  a  decision 
on a U.S. standard, American companies 
are somewhat in the dark on how to focus 
their resources. 
The same momentum toward collabo-
ration  can  be  discerned  in  the area  of 
semiconductors, with perhaps a greater 
contribution from  the U.S.  side  than on 
HDTV,  understandable  given  the  U.S. 
weakness  in  television  manufacturing. 
Fourteen  American  firms  founded 
SEMATECH (Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Technology)  in  1987  to  improve  semi-
conductor  manufacturing  techniques. 
More  recently,  U.S.  Memories  was 
formed  to  pool  resources and  talent to 
develop dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) chips, an area where the Japanese 
have taken the lead. The Europeans, for 
their part, announced the creation of the 
Joint European Submicron Silicon project 
(JESSI)  earlier this year. This program is 
also  a  part  of  Eureka,  created  to  do 
precompetitive  research  aimed  at  pro-
ducing a new generation of larger chips 
with 64 megabit capacity. 
Semiconductors are thus a more prom-
ising  field  for  lining  up  American  and 
European  companies  for  joint  efforts. 
JESSI and SEMATECH have been meeting to 
discuss cooperative efforts in  standards, 
competitive analysis, and equipment pro-
grams. IBM  has applied to join JESSI,  and 
SGS-Thomson,  the  Franco-Italian  chip 
joint venture, has  expressed interest in 
taking part in SEMATECH.  Both companies 
have substantial operations on either side 
of the Atlantic. One thing that is holding 
up  cross-fertilization  between  the  two 
consortia is  a bill introduced by Senator 
Ernest Hollings  (D-SC),  that would  pro-
vide substantial seed money to U.S. high-
tech consortia,  but  with  limits  on  non-
U.S. participation. No such impediments 
exist on  the E.C.  side  (some  American 
firms with a presence in the E.C. already 
participate in European research efforts) 
and  JESSI  is  likely  to  demand  reciprocal 
treatment from  SEMATECH  on  the mem-
bership question. 
U.S.-E.C. high-technology cooperation 
in chips or HDTV,  while clearly still in its 
infant  stage,  has  many  virtues.  It  is  a 
positive response to the threats posed by 
Japanese industry to the competitiveness 
of domestic firms since it avoids the more 
negative route of protectionism, like quo-
tas and  tariffs,  to keep Japanese  goods 
out. At a time when both Washington and 
the E.C.  capitals desire to reduce state 
interference in the activities of the mar-
ketplace,  private  sector  collaborative 
projects,  like  a  potential JESSI-SEMATECH 
link-up,  would  require  only  regulatory 
and  legal  changes,  but  not  necessarily 
additional government funding or involve-
ment. 
Finally,  with the new tone of political 
and  economic  cooperation  set by  both 
Commission  President  Jacques  Delors 
and U.S. President George Bush in areas 
such as aid to Eastern Europe, the envi-
ronment, and Third World  development, 
the atmosphere in Washington and Brus-
sels is certainly conducive to commercial 
partnerships between the two sides. So, 
while  some fine-tuning  still needs to be 
done,  industrialists  in  both  Europe  and 
the United  States are beginning  to  see 
the potential advantages of aligning their 
frequencies. Stay tuned.  E 
Peter Rashish is  a  Washington  D.C.-based writer · 
and consultant who specializes in European affairs. 
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T
he  openness of  otir  trading sys-
tems is, perhaps, one of the great 
values  that  the  E.C.  and  the 
United  States  share:  the  principles  of 
consumer choice, of freedom of establish-
ment and,  most important  of  all,  of  an 
independent  and  uncorrupted legal  sys-
tem. 
This  is  equally  valid  in  international 
trade. Because of the relative openness of 
their markets,  the E.C.  and  the United 
States together account for more than a 
third of  total world  trade, which  makes 
them  indisputably  the  most  important 
markets in the world. 
It follows  that the health of the world 
economy depends more than ever on our 
markets remaining open. Our experience 
after 40 years of open trade is that obser-
vance of common commitments is funda-
mental to the survival of the system. If  we 
were to depart from the rule of law and 
began to follow policies not based on the 
common advantage, markets would inev-
itably begin to close. We would risk turn-
ing our backs on  the very open trading 
system that has served us so well since 
the war, and that has led to a period of 
continued growth the world has probably 
never seen before. 
When I speak of shared values and the 
rule of law in international trade, I mean 
above all the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs  and  Trade  (GATT).  Essentially,  new 
principles  in  world  trade should  not  be 
adopted if they have not been negotiated 
between the contracting parties, in  any 
area to which  GATT applies.  We  believe 
that  our  trade  policy  instruments  are 
completely compatible with our interna-
tional and regional obligations. 
With all this in mind, it is strange and 
disturbing to realize that, as we move into 
the 1990s, the United  States seems to 
have increasing doubts about the multi-
lateral approach and the effectiveness of 
the multilateral system.  We  might  well 
ask ourselves why  this is  so,  when  the 
U.S.  economy  is  growing  at about  the 
same rate as the Community's (this com-
ing on top of years of sustained growth) 
and when the United States has a com-
parable rate of inflation, and substantially 
lower unemployment than we do? 
The introduction of the 1988 Omnibus 
Trade Act  brought a new factor into in-
ternational  trade.  For the first  time,  a 
GATT member has taken it upon itself not 
only to pursue bilateral negotiations with 
trading  partners whenever  it  perceives 
export  barriers  (to  which  it  is  entitled 
within the GATT mechanisms), but also to 
take action to force corrections in other 
countries' practices. In other words, the 
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U.S.  Congress  has  appointed  the  U.S. 
Administration  prosecutor,  judge,  jury, 
and bailiff-a strange legal construction. 
Our concerns on Section 301 have not 
diminished since we expressed them last 
year. It is true that the Bush Administra-
tion has been making more encouraging 
noises  than  its  predecessor.  President 
Bush  and  U.S.  Trade  Representative 
Carla Hills  have clearly and publicly an-
nounced that top priority is being given to 
the  Uruguay  Round,  and  that  negotia-
tions  under  Section  301  are  comple-
mentary to the Round. Nevertheless, the 
imposition  of  specific  deadlines  in  bilat-
eral trade disputes-on an arbitrary basis 
and with the threat of unilateral measures 
will be a huge stimulus to the liberaliza-
tion of world trade. The convergence of 
European economies and  the legal  con-
straints  of  E.C.  membership  make  the 
protectionist  option  a  non-starter;  also, 
many member states are far more depen-
dent for their livelihood on trade than the 
United States or even Japan. 
The  Europeans  therefore  must  face 
the challenge offered by the single mar-
ket, which is  not and cannot be, a back-
ward step toward protectionism. Within 
the space of a few years, we are aiming 
for  a  5-percent  increase  in  our  gross 
national product. This will become possi-
ble  because  goods  and  services can  be 
sold  in  the  12  member  states  without 
U.S.·E.C. RELATIONS/ TRADE 
TOWARD HEALTHY 
AND OPEN WORLD 
MARKETS 
TRADE  REGULATION  IN THE  E.C.  AND 
THE  U.S.  SHOULD  BE  BASED ON THE 
INSTRUMENTS PROVIDED  BY THE  G.A.T.T. 
if solutions are not found-is incompati-
ble with the Uruguay Round process and 
international disciplines in trade. 
The U.S. Administration and Congress 
cannot  expect  their  partners  to  stand 
aside as  this legislation is  implemented. 
The United States has often claimed to us 
that the objective is to open third country 
markets and  not to add  to protectionist 
measures, and that retaliation would  be 
only a last resort of exercising leverage. 
But the reality is quite different: Trading 
partners are given no choice but to nego-
tiate on the basis of an agenda set by the 
United States, on the basis of U.S. judg-
ments, U.S. perceptions, U.S. timetables, 
and indeed U.S. domestic legislation. All 
this is a departure from the rule of inter-
nationallaw. 
The construction of the single market 
going through 12 separate administrative 
procedures,  or  satisfying  12  differing 
standards. At the same time, there will be 
more  cohesiveness  in  the  Community, 
and less local particularism. In short, the 
single market will  be  larger,  more  uni-
fied,  more  open,  simpler to  enter,  and 
more competitive than ever before. 
Construction of the single market has 
not led to any change in the ground rules 
for  commercial  policy.  The  GATT,  the 
OECD,  and the traditional instruments of 
commercial  policy  provided  for  in  the 
GATT  will  still  be  the  bedrock  of  trade 
regulation. Moreover, the new principles 
of  trade legislation will be  developed in 
Geneva, not in the European Community. 
We are also fully aware that whenever 
there are major  changes  in  the  way  in 
which a large market is regulated, inter-nally,  there  will  be  important  conse-
quences for business. This will inevitably 
result in some friction with our partners, 
but should be restricted to areas where 
common  international  obligations  have 
not  yet  been  agreed.  The  solutions  to 
such disputes should preferably be multi-
lateral;  that is,  the more internal trade 
rules can be internationalized, the fewer 
problems of principle there will be. 
As  concerns both the external effects 
of  "1992" and  E.C.-U.S. relations,  it is 
thus clear that the single market will be 
open, both in terms of visible and invisible 
the E. C. are already six times higher than 
direct  U.S.  exports  to  the  Community. 
The E. C. also accounts for one-quarter of 
total U.S.  exports.  Growth in  the Com-
munity and the success of American com-
panies  in  our  market  are  mutually  re-
inforcing. 
The  relationship  between  the  single 
market and the Uruguay Round is a fun-
damental one. Ever since the inception of 
the Community,  the creation of a single 
market has been a priority. Thus, it is not 
a new invention, and the task of handling 
its effects on external trade has become a 
The E.C. wants the Uruguay Round of multilateral trading negotiations to take precedence over 
unilateral actions, such as Section 30 I of the U.S.' 1988 Omnibus Trade Act. Above: The U.S. 
Capitol. 
trade, including investment and services 
and  in  the GATT sense-that is,  open to 
those partners who subscribe to a mutual 
balance of rights and obligations. This is 
what that often abused word, reciprocity, 
means in its overall sense. 
We  are therefore  not demanding  im-
possible  bilateral  concessions  from  our 
partners by  inviting  them to  introduce 
mirror legislation, or sectoral reciprocity 
by asking them to balance their sectoral 
trade with us. Instead, we want the mar-
ket to be as open as we can sensibly make 
it, through negotiation. 
As  the world  shrinks,  business is  be-
coming  increasingly  multinational.  For 
the Community,  with  double  the unem-
ployment rate of the United States, such 
an interest can only be welcome. Sales of 
U.S. multinationals' affiliate companies in 
way of life. The Community is essentially 
outward looking, and its political energies 
are not expended on the internal process 
at the expense of external considerations. 
Indeed, the two march hand in hand. The 
Uruguay  Round  offers  an  unparalleled 
opportunity to extend the advantages of-
fered by the single market, providing that 
it is on a basis of mutual advantage and by 
mutual consent. And the advantages our 
member states obtain in  other markets 
must  be  real,  verifiable,  and  uncondi-
tional. 
It may be useful to point out that, if the 
Community's  legislative  process  inev-
itably causes friction  with our partners, 
we ourselves have problems, often funda-
mental, with their legislation.  This year 
has  seen  a  number  of  Bills  and  draft 
regulations  in  the  United  States  that 
would restrict inward investment into the 
United States in the name of the national 
interest and could even affect the acqui-
sitions made by long-standing investors in 
the United States. A number of measures 
introduced in  1989 tended to  reinforce 
the  extraterritorial  application  of  U.S. 
legislation.  Above  all,  the United States 
has tried to use the Trade Act  to force 
partners into  negotiation-in the Com-
munity's case notably in telecommunica-
tions.  It  is  impossible  to  separate  the 
issues in such discussions from those that 
will  form  the center of Uruguay Round 
negotiations.  Therefore,  however  real 
and  serious  the  trade  problems  the 
United  States  is  seeking  to  overcome, 
these initiatives must be pursued in har-
mony with the Uruguay Round  negotia-
tions. 
Sovereign states have the right to reg-
ulate their own  domestic affairs,  but in 
this  interdependent  world  there  surely 
needs to be a shared will not to disrupt 
each others' affairs. It is only natural that 
we should pay more and more attention 
to each others' legislation.  The level of 
overseas  interest  in  Community 
directives is very high, for example, as is 
the concern expressed by America's trad-
ing  partners  over  legislative  develop-
ments in Washington. 
Nevertheless, despite the many trade 
irritations that have made life difficult for 
all of us, the E.C.'s relations with the U.S. 
Administration  today  are  closer  than 
ever.  And  one  cannot  help  reflect  that 
with the Uruguay Round in mid-negotia-
tion,  with  the  realization  of  the  single 
market, with the opening up  of Eastern 
Europe, and with the impressive growth 
of the East Asian economies, not to men-
tion  the  continued  vitality  of  the  U.S. 
economy itself,  this is  not the time for 
trade  confrontation.  The  opportunities 
before us should lead to a common inter-
est in open trade and to a resurgence of 
the cooperation that led to the GATT in the 
first place.  Indeed, broadened and more 
binding GATT disciplines should lead to a 
further convergence of trade legislation. 
If  we can achieve such convergence-
and there is no economic reason why we 
should  not-the United  States will  not 
need to use those parts of its Trade Act 
that concern its partners. We now need to 
see how best to promote the multilateral 
framework and carry the Geneva negotia-
tions  to  a  successful  conclusion.  The 
Community  is  prepared to  shoulder  its 
responsibilities: It has offered to host the 
concluding  conference  of  the  Uruguay 
Round in Brussels.  E 
Horst  Krenzler  is  Director-General  for  External 
Relations at the European Commission. 
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Already in  1985, Wisse Dekker, 
CEO of Philips and Chairman of 
the ERT, presented the 
advantages of eliminating 
internal trading barriers in his 
"Agenda for Action-Europe 
1990," which paved the way for 
the E.C.'s White Paper on the 
single market. 
BUSINESS/INDUSTRY 
EUROPE'S 
INDUSTRIALISTS HELP 
SHAPE THE SINGLE 
MARKET 
THE EUROPEAN  ROUND TABLE  WORKS 
TO ENCOURAGE EUROPE'S INTEGRATION 
AND TO STRENGTHEN  ITS  ECONOMIES. 
KEITH RICHARDSON 
W
hen  foreign  visitors  to  Eu-
rope ask why the Community 
and  its internal  market are 
now  making  such  rapid  and  even spec-
tacular  progress,  one  crucial  answer  is 
that the business community has shown 
much  more  vigorous  support  for  the 
building of Europe in the 1980s than ever 
before. 
One organization that has done a great 
deal  to  establish  and  demonstrate  this 
new "European face" of business is the 
European  Round  Table  of  Industrialists 
(ERT), some of whose most distinguished 
leaders  are  visiting  Washington  this 
month to exchange views with their U.S. 
counterparts  on  major  trans-Atlantic 
business issues. 
The ERT team is headed by Wisse Dek-
ker  of  Philips  Industries  and  Etienne 
Davignon of the Societe Generale de Bel-
gique. Other members represent a whole 
range  of  industries-from  automobiles 
and  information  technology  to  aircraft, 
chemicals, oil and food-at the chief ex-
ecutive level.  Their company headquar-
ters span the Continent from France and 
Italy to Ireland and Finland. 
One mark of the new Europe is that all 
industries and  all  countries (both  inside 
and outside the E.C.) are playing an ac-
tive part in  the process of change.  The 
ERT, for example, acts as a spearhead for 
industry.  Although it has only  40 mem-
bers, these manage businesses with com-
bined sales worth $400 billion a year, and 
with more than three million workers on 
their payrolls. 
Yet however strong their management, 
they also know that the success of their 
businesses depends to a great extent on 
the strength and competitiveness of the 
European economy. For this very reason, 
they  are  ready  to  devote  a  significant 
amount  of  their personal  time  to  make 
things work better. 
The challenge in  Europe is  to build  a 
new environment in  which business can 
flourish  and  hold  its own  in  world-wide 
competition,  so  that  prosperity  can 
spread  across  the  Continent.  This  is  a 
massive task and, if senior industrialists 
can  bring  their  own  special  skills  and 
knowledge to help in that task, they per-
form a service not only to Europe, but to 
their own businesses as well. 
The ERT was founded in  1983, a year 
that, in  retrospect, seems like a historic 
low point in Europe's development. From 
the start, its members made it plain that 
they would  work  seriously  on  practical 
problems, and the attention of Europe's 
policy-makers was soon caught by  a se-
ries of  business-like  reports on  various 
aspects of the European economy: 
• Missing Links  (on transport infrastruc-
ture) 
•  Changing  Scales  (a  broad  policy  re-
view) 
• Making Europe Work (on employment 
policy) 
• Clearing the Lines (on telecommunica-
tions). 
In  addition  to  this  long-term  policy 
work-which  helped  bring  about  such 
concrete results as  the Channel  Tunnel 
project-the ERT launched Euroventures, 
a rapidly expanding venture capital net-
work  that now  comprises  12 funds  op-
erating  in  15  countries,  and  managing 
150 investments and  resources totaling 
$250 million. 
Before its second birthday, the ERT also 
became deeply involved in the biggest of 
the new developments,  the E.C.'s 1992 
program. As early as January 1985, Dek-ker,  one  of  its founding  members,  pre-
sented a carefully structured "Agenda for 
Action-Europe  1990,"  which  demon-
strated just how much could be achieved 
by combining a large number of separate 
measures to break down the internal bar-
riers to trade. This initiative  paved  the 
way  for  then  E.C.  Vice-President  Lord 
Cockfield's  historic  1992  White  Paper 
five months later. 
The ERT has grown and developed, but 
its feet remain firmly  on  the ground of 
practical business policies. Its objective is 
to strengthen Europe's economy and  to 
improve its global competitiveness, which 
it pursues by identifying the most impor-
tant issues, analyzing the critical factors, 
and making its views known to the politi-
cal decision makers. 
Patrick Sheehy is the 
Chairman of British-
American Tobacco 
(B.A.  T.) Industries. 
This practical work is  carried out by 
eight working groups. Some groups cover 
subjects of long-term importance, such as 
education, employment, environment, in-
frastructure, and research, while  others 
are more closely bound up in day-to-day 
policy questions concerning the internal 
market, trade and investment, industrial 
relations, and social policy.  The ERT also 
has  a  Youth  Activities  program,  which 
brings young managers together for con-
ferences and job exchanges, thus training 
them for the future. 
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What  is  the output of  this work,  and 
how  do  members make their impact on 
the European economy? One method is by 
carefully  prepared  written  reports,  of 
which  the last year has  seen a  healthy 
crop: 
• Keeping Europe Mobile 
range  of  major  policies,  or  talk  to  an 
individual  Commissioner  about  a  single 
thorny issue. It may also visit the Euro-
pean Parliament to talk to its President 
and key Committee Chairmen. And every 
six  months  it  makes  contact  with  the 
government  that  holds  the  E.C.  presi-
dency  to  discuss  priorities  with  senior 
ministers or the prime minister. 
• Opening Up  the Tax Frontiers 
• Education & European Competence 
•  Need  for  Renewing  Transport  Infra-
structure in Europe 
Other issues are more effectively dealt 
with by short position papers or letters to 
relevant Ministers or E.C. Commission-
ers.  In  a  Europe  where  the  decision-
making  process is  still  scattered across 
different  bodies  and  many  separate na-
tional capitals, the most influential mode 
of all is perhaps still face-to-face commu-
nication. 
In  this  way,  a  representative  group 
from  the ERT may  sometimes  meet the 
European Commission to discuss a whole 
Above  all,  the ERT' s views are echoed 
by the individual members in  their per-
sonal contacts with national governments 
and parliaments, business colleagues and 
industrial  federations,  and  in  private 
speaking engagements. 
These discussions and debates become 
the center of attention at the ERT' s bian-
nual plenary sessions, where past work is 
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INFORMATION FOR SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES TO COMPETE 
1992 MATTERS is an indispensable guide to EC92 written specifically for U.S.  busi-
nesses, by Pan Atlantic Consultants, a U.S.-based strategic market research and consult-
ing company.  A practioner's handbook, 1992 MATTERS presents a wealth of information 
and strategy, organized specifically to help you identify and interpret how the many 
changes brought about by a Single European Market will impact the way you do business. 
In addition, seven subchapters are devoted exclusively to major industrial sectors, 
analyzing the impact of EC92 on their productivity and market integration. 
1992 MATTERS is a direct response to the demands of our U.S. clients for strategic 
information on EC92, and provides a single comprehensive source for detailed market 
and legislative information, in-depth strategy analysis and demographic profiles of the 12 
EC member nations. The report was developed from extensive in-house data, gathered 
through our European associate network, comprehensive research on all  relevant pub-
lished materials, in-depth interviews with leading industry and legislative experts and 
continuous monitoring of directive implementation. Available in two volumes, /992 
MATTERS is a well organized analysis of issues critical for economic survival for U.S. 
companies with or without an existing European presence.  Semi-annual updates available 
to subscribers. 
Call us at 1-800-USE-1992 for more information or clip and mail the coupon below. 
HANDSOME GOLD LEAF LETTERING 
2 VOLUMES 
CONVENIENT STORAGE AND 
FILING BOXES 
EASY-TO-FIND LABELED SECTIONS 
EASY-TO-USE FORMAT 
'LAYS FLAT'  ON  DESK 
RING  BINDER  FOR  EASE OF UPDATING 
EASY-TO-READ TYPEFACE 
TO ORDER 
Ut02 !lil'I"I'I~US 
CALL 
1-800-USE-1992 
YES! D Please send me information on 1992 Matters 
Name: _____________  Title: ___ _________  _ 
Company: ______ ______  Telephone: ___________  _ 
Address: _______ _ _ _____ ____________  _ 
City:  State and Zip: _______ ___  _ 
PAN ATLANTIC CONSULTANTS. 
1 48 Middle Street, Portland. Maine 041 01.  USA Tel: (207) 87 1-8622 FAX:  (207) 772-4842 
DECEMBER  1989  19 The  ERT  is  fighting  against  Europe's 
historic fragmentation  and for the 
development of a greater European 
Economic Space to ensure close  links 
between  all  European  countries. 
When the ERT was founded, Europe was  at an  economic low point, something that the group vowed to change by working on  practical 
problems. From left to right: Brothers Umberto and Giovanni Agnelli head Italy's Fiat company; Helmut Maucher is CEO of Switzerland's 
Nestle, and Karlheinz Kaske represents the German company Siemens. 
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reviewed, policy guidelines are thrashed 
out,  and  future  priorities  are  agreed 
upon.  Members come to these meetings 
and  contribute  their work  because  the 
results are important to them and their 
companies. 
Because the ERT viewpoint is truly in-
ternational, its members can do as much 
as  any  group to encourage modern Eu-
rope's further integration and  strength-
ening. They are fighting against the frag-
mentation  of  the  old  Europe,  and 
resisting  any  attempts to  over-regulate 
and bureaucratize the new, and they be-
lieve  firmly  in  the  development  of  a 
greater European Economic Space to en-
sure  the  closest  links  with  neighboring 
countries just outside the Community. 
Their work  also  aims  to ensure that 
Europe remains an enthusiastic member 
of  the open  world  trading system, fully 
committed to the principles of the - GATT 
and  the success of  the Uruguay Round 
trade negotiations. Above  all,  they seek 
to preserve the highest possible links of 
friendship and business cooperation with 
their American partners. 
There  may  sometimes  be  different 
points of view on specific aspects of trade 
agreements, and  the Europeans will  ar-
gue  their own  case as  well  as anybody. 
But those issues that unite Europeans and 
Americans are far greater than those that 
divide them. The freedom to do business 
in  each  other's countries-buying, sell-
ing,  manufacturing,  and  investing-is 
seen by Europe's industrialists as a major 
support  to  the  prosperity  of  the  free 
world. And this is the spirit in which the 
ERT's visit to Washington is being carried 
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Keith Richardson is Secretary General of the Euro-
pean Round Table. Finally! Foreign,Language  W\ 
Cassettes For People Who 
Smile A Lot. 
You're in Europe .. . at a 
restaurant, in a shop, on a train. 
Someone says something to you 
(at a speed exceeding 90 miles 
an hour) and you don't under-
stand a word. Even though 
you've studied the language, all 
you can do is smile. 
Now there's a way to avoid 
" language shock." With 
European-produced 
audio-magazines from 
Champs-Eiysees Inc., you can 
dramatically improve your 
language comprehension and,  in 
the process, fine-tune your 
accent and enlarge your 
vocabulary. 
Unlike other language cassettes,  La France en cassettes!  Aktuelles, Kultur und Schlager.  Su puerta a/ mundo hispfmico. 
our audio-magazines are sold by  Whether it's counting the  ,~  Postcard scenery and high- Host liiaki Gabilondo is un-
subscription. In lively monthly  returns in France's  '  ~_I)A  tech industry. Music  doubtedly Spain's most popular 
editions produced by some of  legislative elections or  ~\: '  • o~  ~  festivals and anti- radio and television journalist. In 
Europe's most popular broad- counting calories with  ~  •  \.~  nuclear demonstra- programs that feature numerous 
casters, you'll hear the language  pastry chef Gaston  •  tions. Not to  interviews with policymakers and 
as it's really spoken. Each hour- Lenotre, top-rated French radio  mention countless  trendsetters, he explores the rich 
long program brings you inter- and television personality  dialects! Axel Fitzke  traditions and new directions in 
views with celebrities and  Georges Lang serves up pro- heads a team of correspon- Spain and Latin America. 
newsmakers, selections of  grams that are upbeat and  dents in Germany, Austri~a  1  t  d [P  rt  d  1 
popular music,  and conversation  endlessly fascinating.  and Switzerland who  gt  -S  le]~pebc e  d~~t ~ c e 
·  th  ·  'd  '  o  ,o  e goo  , 1 1s tar  about politics, sports, books,  -I've subscribed as a means of  examme  e VIVI  con- better than I had hoped. 
movies, art exhibits, places to  trasts of German- •  . 
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n  November  18,  the  E.C.'s 
Heads of State and Government 
met in Paris at a "working din-
ner" called by French President Fran~ois 
Mitterrand, who currently holds the E.C. 
presidency, to discuss the breakneck pace 
of reform in  Eastern Europe.  The E.C. 
leaders  endorsed  the  changes  taking 
place, and asked Spanish Prime Minister 
Felipe  Gonzalez,  Mitterrand,  and  Irish 
Prime  Minister  Charles  Haughey  (the 
past, present, and future E.C. chairmen), 
to examine the possibilities of setting up a 
European development bank modeled on 
the lines of the existing European Invest-
ment  Bank,  and  to  provide  aid  to  the 
reforming  East  European  economies. 
The three leaders were also charged with 
studying the creation of  a foundation  to 
help train East European managers. 
At a press conference after the meet-
ing,  West  German  Chancellor  Helmut 
Kohl  said:  "It is important that the Eu-
rope of the Twelve ...  has made clear it 
is  saying  'yes'  to  the  reforms  and  the 
countries  that  engage  in  reform," 
Mitterrand,  who  had  proposed  such  a 
bank, explained. While the first beneficia-
ries will be Poland and Hungary, the E.C. 
expects that soon Yugoslavia and Czecho-
slovakia will also request Western aid. 
Thatcher and  Kohl  stressed that Po-
land  and  Hungary,  the two countries in 
which reform is most advanced,  needed 
immediate  support.  Consequently,  the 
meeting's participants urged the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund to conclude an eco-
nomic  framework  program for  the two 
countries,  which  will  allow  the E.C.  to 
coordinate disbursal of a $1-billion stabili-
zation loan for Poland and a bridging loan 
of  the  same  amount  for  Hungary.  The 
idea for such loans was floated by Jacques 
Delors,  President  of  the  E.C.  Commis-
sion, who traveled to Poland and Hungary 
with French Foreign Minister Roland Du-
mas immediately before going to Paris to 
brief the E.C.  leaders. The Commission 
was  charged  with  coordinating  aid  for 
Poland  and  Hungary from  the  24  most 
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS/POLITICS 
SUMMIT CREATES 
COMMON E.C. 
FRONT ON 
EASTERN  EUROPE 
JEANNINE JOHNSON 
dynamic  developments  in  Eastern  Eu-
rope." It was evident from the tone of the 
summit,  however,  that  economic  assis-
tance  was  conditional  on  continued 
progress  to  democracy.  Mitterrand 
stated: "We are ready to cooperate by all 
available  means  toward  the  creation  of 
healthier  economies,  in  exchange  for 
...  a  verified  return  to  democracy,  re-
spect for  human  rights,  and  the calling 
everywhere of free and secret elections," 
Prime  Minister  Margaret  Thatcher 
echoed the common sentiment. "We wish 
to  do  everything  we  can  to  encourage 
reform  and  the  process  of  democracy 
throughout the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe. It is important that practical help 
should  be  in  return for  proper  democ-
racy,'' she noted. 
The  proposed  bank  ''will  involve  all 
countries  that  supply  capital  and  will 
channel it to all  the [Eastern European] 
developed countries. 
In Poland, Delors unveiled a plan for a · 
new  bank,  to  be  run  by  the  E.C.  and 
Poland  that would  provide  Western ex-
pertise to help the country set up a mod-
ern banking system and facilitate foreign 
investment in  Poland.  He also  promised 
more emergency food aid from the Com-
. munity,  which  is  currently  delivering 
$120 million in free grain, meat, oil, and 
fruit. 
The backdrop to the meeting in Paris 
was  Mitterrand'  s  desire  to formulate  a 
united E.C. approach to the changes tak-
ing place in  Poland,  Hungary, East Ger-
many,  Bulgaria, and Czechoslovakia, and 
to ensure that the E.C.  plays  a leading 
role in a Europe no longer divided by the 
lines  defined  at Yalta  and  cemented by 
two conflicting  ideologies.  It was  also  a 
Continued on page 47. LEADERS COORDINATE 
A RESPONSE TO 
CHANGES IN POLAND, 
HUNGARY, AND EAST 
GERMANY AT A 
"WORKING DINNER." 
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s  Karel  Van  Miert,  the  E.C.'s 
Transport Commissioner, told a 
group from the American Cham-
ber of Commerce in Belgium earlier this 
year,  transport has  been the Cinderella 
among the many Community policies un-
veiled over the past five years. 
His conclusion is not new: In 1985, the 
European Court of justice castigated all 
E.C. bodies involved in transport for lack 
of diligence and failure to make progress 
toward  integrating  communications  be-
tween member states. As the dawn of the 
single  market  draws  ever  closer,  how-
ever, the minds of bureaucrats and indus-
trialists  alike  are  being  concentrated 
wonderfully by the vista of a shared "do-
mestic" market with 320 million people. 
The post now held by Van  Miert, the 
former parliamentary leader of the Flem-
ish Socialists, has changed drastically in 
character from the one held by his prede-
cessors. His job  is  no  longer that of the 
laissez-faire  policeman  responsible  for 
guarding the vested and isolationist inter-
ests of  the member states, as much  as 
that of promoting harmony. Instead, Van 
Miert'  s department is  now  regarded as 
the  main  mover  and  shaker,  to  which 
industrialists  and  businesspeople  are 
looking to clear their path to prosperity. 
Concern over links across Europe did 
not begin with the Community.  Despite 
its turbulent and  quarrelsome  past,  the 
various  Continental  states  have  always 
recognized  their  economic  interdepen-
dence-when they were not  at war,  at 
least. The current umbrella body for Eu-
rope's railways, for example, the  Union 
Internationale des Chemins de Fer, was 
born out of  the collapse  of the Austro-
Hungarian  Empire  at the  end of  World 
War I. Its role among the various railway 
companies  of· central  Europe,  then  as 
now, has been to ensure that buffers were 
the same height, and that wagon or car-
riage roofs did not tear away when they 
hit bridges. 
The challenge facing Van Miert in the 
run-up  to  1992,  however,  is  somewhat 
more  complex  than  the  mere mainten-
ance  of  uniform  technical  standards. 
Transport  is  recognized  as  the  trailing 
indicator of  a nation's economic  health. 
'When the economy is depressed, its bud-
get offers scant pickings for  investment 
in  new  roads  or rail  lines.  Even  when 
things take an upturn, however, it usually 
takes a number of years for any cash for 
new  transport  investment  to  filter 
through, since more politically acceptable 
projects than highway networks can often 
be found to serve as symbols of recovery. 
And even when the money does spew 
forth, project lead times are measured in 
In the internal market, transportation services will increasingly be offered across traditional borders. 
rail, and air traffic in the Community. Here: A passenger train in Ireland. 
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS/TRANSPORTATION 
TRAVELING IN 21ST-
CENTURY EUROPE 
IN THE  FACE  OF CONGESTION, 
POLLUTION, AND  OUTMODED 
SERVICES,  THE  E.C.  IS 
RETHINKING  ITS  TRANSPORT 
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24  EUROPE years,  which  means  that recession  has 
frequently reared its ugly head again be-
fore  the project is  completed,  and  both 
the money and political will  start drying 
up once more. A classic example of this is 
Britain's  M25  orbital  highway  around 
London. Initial designs and traffic predic-
tions called for  a four-lane  highway,  but 
under  the previous Labor  Government, 
that ambition was cut back to three lanes. 
The  result  is  that  the  road  is  grossly 
congested today, and the current Govern-
ment is having to plan the addition of that 
fourth  lane-at  an  estimated  price 
greater  than  the  original  construction 
cost. 
Such imperfections in  Europe's trans-
port infrastructure exist to a greater or 
lesser extent in  all  12  member states. 
However, if 1992 is  to work,  these im-
perfections  must  be  harmonized  if not 
cured, for their cost at present is conges-
tion on the roads and in the air through-
out the Continent's transport system. At 
sea and on the railways, their inefficien-
cies render their services uneconomic. 
On the railways, for example, the state-
owned networks end at their respective 
borders,  and  follow  internal  corridors 
rather than being continent-oriented and 
following  more  direct  and  efficient 
routes. In addition, a bizarre pricing pol-
icy,  beset by the worst sort of European 
bureaucracy that causes interminable de-
lays, has not helped them along either. A 
joke among the Continent's shippers, for 
example, says that, if  you seek a quote to 
transport  goods  internationally  by  rail, 
"the truck will be there by the time you 
get a price." 
That Van Miert recognizes these prob-
lems  was  reflected  in  his  American 
Chamber of Commerce address: "In or-
ganizing the movement of goods and the 
processing  of  documents  accompanying 
them ...  we  must  adapt.  Services  will 
increasingly be offered across the tradi-
tional  borders,  and  this  requires a  new 
framework for the relations between pur-
veyors and consumers. A new approach is 
needed  if we  are  not  just  to  create  a 
lawyers' bonanza." 
Van Miert has been active in devising 
this new approach, and all within another, 
very critical, dimension for Europe-the 
environment. For "Green" politics have 
assumed a hitherto unknown significance 
on  the European political scene,  and  its 
influence has had to be taken into account 
by  transport  planners  to  convince  the 
electorate  of  the  necessity  of  their 
schemes. 
The Commission has already outlined 
its hopes for  the railway infrastructure, 
with  a  flagship  network  of  high-speed, 
luxury  trains  eventually  running  the 
length and breadth of the Community-
from  Seville  to  Copenhagen,  and  from 
Edinburgh through the Channel Tunnel to 
Rome and beyond. The main benefit will 
be over distances of between 500 kilome-
ters and  700  kilometers  that span  the 
E.C.'s  major  urban  areas,  where  train 
services will ease current pressure on the 
overstretched air routes. 
Freight  will  benefit  from  a  planned 
combination  of  road  and  rail,  and  a 
greater reliance on containers that will be 
interchangeable between both modes of 
transportation.  The  transportation  of 
freight by road has become a major head-
ache in the E. C. because the heavy trucks 
cause  near saturation of  the roads  and 
wreak appalling environmental damage. 
Between 25 percent and 30 percent of 
international truck traffic  on  E.C.  roads 
today travel empty because of a system of 
national quotas and licenses that prevents 
trucks from seeking loads for return jour-
n~ys. The E. C. is now to introduce a form 
of cabotage that will permit foreign carri-
ers to pick up freight in another country. 
It is also to explore compelling shippers 
to put their trucks on trains in piggy-back 
fashion  over stretches where road con-
gestion and pollution are likely to result 
from  increasing demand.  This of course 
depends  on  a  closer  integration  of  the 
member state railways. According to Van 
Miert, "a combined system is particularly 
needed on trans-Alpine routes. Relatively 
few  factories  in  Italy  and  Greece  have 
their own railway sidings.  Consequently, 
most  goods  being  transported  between 
northern and southern Europe still go by 
road." 
The problem of a switch from road to 
rail,  however, lies in finding  the balance 
between  the  advantages  of  a  common 
railway policy and the nuisance this may 
cause when railroads pass through built-
up areas. However, Van Miert points out 
that rail  will  often  be  more economical 
and less disruptive than new highways: A 
twin-track, high-speed line would occupy 
a  strip  of  land  just  13  meters  wide, 
whereas a comparable road takes up  38 
meters. 
In  air  transport,  the  Commission  is 
promoting the liberalization  of  rules  on 
air fares, capacity, and market access. It 
intends to forcefully invoke the new com-
petition rules in order to prevent the U.S. 
experience  of  giants  gobbling  up  the 
smaller  carriers,  wants  to  encourage 
cross-border  regional  services,  and  is 
seeking  the  legal  amalgamation  of  the 
E.C.'s 12 sovereign air spaces into one. In 
addition,  work  toward  integrating  air 
traffic control is proceeding, the ultimate 
goal being that the Community will even-
tually share the same service, quality of 
equipment, and staff. 
Reaction  to  these  sweeping  changes 
has been considerable. Governments fear 
the erosion of national sovereignty, and 
populations  fall  wholesale  into  the 
"Nimby''-"Not In  My  Back  Yard"-
syndrome.  However,  the  politically  and 
economically aware see the challenge in 
this  situation.  Former Dutch  Transport 
·Minister Neelie Smit-Kroes has said that 
governments  would  have  "to do  some 
fast and creative thinking," and  that vi-
sionary  action  and  not  a  ''How  can  I 
protect my own turf" attitude was imper-
ative. 
Van  Miert's parting comment on  the 
challenge he is facing is clear: "Old-fash-
ioned  ideas  for  dealing  nationally  with 
problems  are  just  that-old-fashioned, 
out of date, and misguided. The problem 
has gone far beyond the capacity of indi-
vidual governments on their own."  E 
David  Black  is  transport  correspondent  for  The 
Independent. 
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SPACE  RACE 
NICCOLO D' AQUINO 
T 
he Europeans, third in the space 
race after the United States and 
the Soviet Union,  are justifiably 
proud  of  their  recent  achievements  in 
space. Out of 12 attempts, the Ariane 4 
rocket was  launched into orbit success-
fully  each time from its Kourou, French 
Guyana,  base,  and  the European Space 
Agency  (ESA),  celebrated its  25th anni-
versary this spring in Paris. 
ESA's  long-term  strategy,  which  in-
cludes the development of Ariane 5, the 
Hermes spaceship, and a mini space sta-
tion,  Columbus,  by  the year 2000, was 
agreed upon at the political level by its 13 
member  countries  (Austria,  Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, It-
aly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom) in 
April 1988. In addition, financial backing 
of $38 billion was decided upon and ap-
proved through an  informal  agreement. 
On  the  basis  of  so-called  national  "re-
turns,"  each  participating  country's 
quota will,  as a rule, be discounted by  a 
series of  orders and  contracts that will 
benefit the national industries. 
Ariane has always been the most visi-
ble sign of European commitment in the 
space  sector.  In  1973,  when  ESA  was 
created  by  unifying  and  furthering  the 
experience gained by its predecessor, the 
European Space Research Organization, 
it was clear that the new agency needed 
its own  space vehicle. The name Ariane 
was taken from the ancient Greek legend 
in which Ariadne frees Theseus from the 
labyrinth in which he has been imprisoned 
The size  of the American  and  Soviet 
space  budgets  compared to  that of  ESA 
puts Europe's expenditures into perspec-
tive, however:  While  roughly $1.76 bil- 1---------------.o...--------------,__, 
lion  have  been  allocated  to ESA's  space  COUNTDOWN INTO soA 'CE 
activities, NASA has more than $11 billion  r M 
at  its  disposal.  Consequently,  ESA  must 
focus  on  ambitious  and  reasonable 
projects,  a  strategy that  is  paying  off. 
Tempting and lucrative offers to put sat-
ellites in orbit are corning in, for example, 
from  the international community,  such 
as the Olympus communications satellite 
that was launched in July. 
The Old  Continent is  holding  its own 
between the United States and the Soviet 
Union but, as ESA's  directors stress, this 
position  must  be  defended  by  forming 
alliances and collaborating with the other 
powers. As we approach the threshold of 
the new millennium, the space around us 
is  becoming  ever  more  crowded.  The 
Soviet Union will soon be celebrating the 
20th anniversary of its orbiting station. 
The  United  States,  which  is  having 
Boeing and McDonnell Douglas build its 
own  station, is  consolidating its special-
ization in space shuttles. Europe, too, will 
contribute to that space station-it will 
have a small complex attached to it that 
will become free flying  by the beginning 
of the next century. 
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The  ISU  intends  to create an  international  THE  INTERNATIONAL  SPACE 
group of "space cadets.''  U  N I  V E  R  S  IT Y  B  R  I  N G  S  T 0-
GETHER  A  MULTINATIONAL 
GROUP  OF  SCIENTISTS  AND 
INNOVATORS. 
JULIAN M. WEISS 
A 
round a crowded seminar room 
at  the  Institut  Pasteur  at  the 
University  of  Strasbourg,  an 
Ariane  engineer  ponders  space  station 
design while a Japanese scholar confronts 
obstacles encountered in his country's HP 
rocket  propulsion  systems.  Their coun-
terpart from the National Air and Space 
Administration  sketches blueprints of  a 
space station docking system and, a few 
aisles away, a Canadian contemplates the 
space station's material structure. Under 
the  sultry  summer  skies,  123  other 
space-bound students debate, design, and 
craft similar projects. 
This is not science fiction, but a reality 
that  represents  information-sharing, 
which serves as the most advanced form by  showing  him  the  way  out  with  a 
thread. Twenty-six of Ariane's launches 
to date have been crowned with success. 
In November 1987, it was decided to 
strengthen Ariane 4 to enable it to better 
compete in the Western market of heavy 
launchers. Ariane  5,  which  is  presently 
being developed, will be able  to put 18-
ton  payloads  into  low  orbit  and  8-ton 
payloads into geosynchronous orbit. This 
capability  is  especially  noteworthy  con-
sidering that the great majority of geosta-
tionary satellites do not carry more than 
some 3.3 tons. 
of  global  communication.  And  the  E.C. 
has  already  played its part,  hosting the 
1989 summer session of the International 
Space University (ISU), a project that Ian 
Pryke, the chairman ofisu's board, terms 
"a focal point for aerospace activity in the 
1990s." 
Space travel and  exploration  promise 
to  be  the next phase  in  the aerospace 
field,  which is closer at hand than many 
think.  This  poses a problem  for  all  na-
tional  space  programs  (including  ones 
emerging in China and Japan), which suf-
fer from a lack of interdisciplinary stud-
ies. For years, people on both sides of the 
Atlantic  have  sought  to bring  together 
scientists and innovators who were seek-
ing  better  communication  with  each 
other.  "The scientific and research con-
ferences were valuable," declares Joseph 
Pelton, director of policy and planning at 
the  International  Telecommunications 
and  Satellite  Organization.  "[But]  they 
had one shortcoming-the inability to get 
better interaction during a short time." 
An academic setting was seen as a way 
to overcome that problem. That type of 
environment,  many  reasoned,  would  al-
THIRTEEN  EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
ARE  DEVELOPING 
NEW SPACE  CAPABILITIES 
THROUGH ARIANE, 
HERMES,  AND COLUMBUS. 
The Man Tended 
Free Flyer, shown 
here, is one of ESA's 
independent space 
projects. 
Hermes, the second component of Eu-
rope's  space  future,  will  be  a  smaller 
version  of  the  American  space  shuttle 
with  a  top  payload  capability  of  three 
tons, as compared to the 29-ton capacity 
of  the  American  spaceship.  Economics 
aside, another explanation for this limita-
tion is ESA's philosophy of opting for auto-
mated missions and using human beings 
only when strictly necessary. 
Columbus,  the  last  element  of  the 
triad,  is  a  habitable  module  for  space 
research, and  another example  of  ESA's 
desire  to  collaborate  with  the  United 
low practical obstacles affecting space-
and confounding seasoned rocket techni-
cians everywhere-to be discussed in a 
common  forum.  Pryke  agrees  that  the 
education gap concerning space is worri-
some. "The whole topic is  too broad to 
ignore, and no real discipline existed any-
where," he says. Consequently, the cre-
ation of a worldwide university, in which 
satellite applications,  life  sciences, vehi-
cle  architecture, and  materials process-
ing were integrated, was an obvious step. 
Four years ago, a group of enthusiasts 
at the Massachusetts Institute of  Tech-
nology (MIT) launched the idea of bringing 
together  a  multinational  group  of  true 
"space cadets." These would be not only 
likely astronauts and space travelers, but 
also scientists, engineers, and other pro-
fessionals  whose  activities  were  some-
times  excluded  from  discussions  of  the 
space  epic:  telecommunications  special-
ists, materials science experts, research-
ers in  human  psychology,  and  lawyers 
concerned with legal issues beyond  the 
stratosphere. 
That idea evolved into ISU,  the brain-
child of a pair of  (then)  24-year-olds at 
States. In accordance with a Protocol of 
Consent  signed  in  September  1988  by 
NASA,  ESA,  and  Canada,  the  European 
space module will be attached to the U.S. 
space  station;  the project foresees  con-
struction  of  both joint  and  autonomous 
laboratories and a polar platform. 
"It has never been easy to collect 13 
countries around a project as vast as high 
technology activities for the future," Ger-
man  professor  Reimar  Lust,  ESA's  gen-
eral  director  and  one  of  the  founding 
fathers of the European space initiative, 
likes to repeat. 
MIT,  Peter Diamandis and Todd Hawley. 
Both had conceived of a way to motivate 
American youngsters and to point them 
(literally)  upward.  They  formalized  an 
organizational  structure for  a  proposed 
international space university, and called 
for  enrollment of an  international elite. 
Those accepted would have to be fluent in 
two  or  more  languages,  and  in  many  : 
cases already be taking part in  a space- j 
oriented career. To help defray the more  ~ 
than $10,000 required to enroll each stu- ~ 
dent  in  an  intensive,  serious,  and  well- ~ 
rounded  program,  private  foundations l 
and multinational aerospace corporations  ~ 
donated funds and grants. In keeping with  ~ 
its  international  focus,  the  ISU  has  no  ~ 
single campus, but shifts its sessions from  l 
country to country-from the 1989 ses- ~ 
sion  in  Strasbourg,  the  ISU  will  go  to  ~ 
Toronto  next  year  and  to  Moscow  in  l 
1991.  ~ 
Not all cross-cultural, multidisciplinary  ~ 
projects function well,  since it is difficult  j 
to structure programs acceptable  to  all  ~ 
cultures.  "Some of  us  doubted whether  ~ 
the idea  would  work  well,"  Pryke con- l 
cedes.  "[Nevertheless,]  we  discovered  l 
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sought most heatedly by the three coun-
tries with the largest percentage of finan-
cial involvement: France, West Germany, 
and  Italy.  Italy,  which  has  taken  Great 
Britain's  place  as  ESA' s  third-largest  fi-
nancial contributor, has recently become 
more aggressive and convinced of its role 
in  space. The government in  Rome and 
the  new  Italian  Space  Agency,  founded 
last  year,  are  beginning  to  receive  the 
first  signs  of  recognition,  technical  and 
otherwise.  Franco  Rossitto,  who  had 
been chosen to fly  in  an upcoming  NASA 
mission,  passed  up  this  opportunity  to 
become the head trainer of the European 
astronauts. 
ESA  is  also  pursuing  an  independent 
project  in  the  space  sector:  a  reduced 
version  of  Columbus,  called  the  Man 
Tended Free Flyer (MTFF),  which can be 
put  in  orbit  by  Ariane  and  requires no 
human presence on board. 
In  conjunction  with  the  Columbus 
space  station,  ESA  is  funding  another 
project,  Eureka,  which  is  designed  to 
avoid interruptions in scientific activity in 
space during the passage from the phase 
of short-term missions in the spaceship to 
the phase of the permanent orbiting lab-
oratory. 
Joint U.S.-European projects alternate 
with exclusively European projects, such 
as the 1985 encounter between Halley's 
Comet and ESA' s Giotto space probe at a 
distance of  144 million  kilometers from 
Ariane  5,  which  will  be able  to  put  18-ton 
payloads into orbit, is currently under devel-
opment. 
Earth. Joint undertakings include Soho, a 
solar observatory, and Cluster, a group of 
four  space  vehicles  that will  study  the 
physics  of  space  plasma.  In  the  1990s, 
Ulisse, the first satellite whose orbit will 
take it over both poles of the sun, will be 
launched. The Hubble space telescope is 
another  joint  ESA-NASA  venture.  Once 
freed from Earth's atmosphere, the Hub-
ble will  be  able to send images of space 
back to earth that will be 10 times more 
precise  than  any  sent  before.  The 
Cassini-Huygens mission is another fasci-
nating project, on  which Americans and 
Europeans expect to be able to penetrate, 
from space, some of the secrets of primi-
tive earth from  before the first signs of 
life appeared. 
Managers and technicians of space ex-
ploration know that strategies for use of 
space technologies  often differ  between 
the two  sides  of  the Atlantic.  Europe's 
space "vocation" is  essentially tuned to 
scientific and pacific objectives: It is plan-
ning to take part in the conquest of space 
by  using  low  orbits for  scientific rather 
than military purposes. 
Various  directors  of  the  European 
space  initiative  say  that,  even  if the 
United States and the Soviet Union are in 
first place, "the Old Continent has greatly 
contributed  to  realizing  man's  ancient 
dream-to reach  the  stars." And  now, 
having firmly entered the operative stage 
and able to offer a competitive product at 
a competitive price, Europe is doing ev-
erything  possible  to  make  this  dream 
ever more real. 
Virtually every corner of the continent 
has  been  involved  in  the  effort  since 
1964,  when  the  first  European  space 
probe, Skylark, was launched from a base 
on Sardinia. Today, this division of labor 
throughout  Europe  is  even  more  pro-
nounced. ESA's headquarters are in Paris, 
and  the  technical  and  research  center, 
where the carriers are studied and devel-
oped,  is  in  Noordwijk,  the Netherlands. 
~...._---------------"""""'---------------"""'i  Once  launched,  satellites are monitored 
early in the experiment that the students 
were  able  to  work  together,  to  share 
ideas  and-just like  in  the  real  space 
environment -meet  difficult  situations 
by teamwork.'' This was partly a result of 
the scientists' willingness to collaborate 
in  meaningful ways,  and  partly because 
they  knew  better  than  most  precisely 
what barriers stood in  the way of over-
. coming  the technological  challenges  in-
herent in space exploration. 
One of the most difficult problems was 
selecting programs that did  not compro-
mise  the  integrity  of  the  participating 
countries. However, a core program did 
emerge, according to Pelton, and an "op-
erational network" has now been put into 
place. This includes a prestigious board of 
directors,  including  British-born  Arthur 
C.  Clarke,  dean  of  the  world's  science 
fiction  writers.  "His participation is  im-
portant to us,  because of the knowledge 
.  he has of 'real world' problems, and how 
.  space can be  used to benefit mankind," 
Pelton  stated.  His  telecommunications 
projects, for  example,  are invaluable  to 
many Third World countries because they 
train technicians to use low-cost,  up-to-
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date  information  (on  computers)  and 
transmit it (by satellite) to the impover-
ished rural sector. 
At  the summer session  of  the ISU  in 
Strasbourg, 240 hours worth of instruc-
tion developed relationships that will en-
hance European ventures and products in 
the aerospace and  advanced aircraft in-
dustries. In addition, the ISU  "provides a 
new way of directing our resources, and 
in many ways helps us maximize financial 
as  well  as  personnel  resources for  the 
European Space Agency," says Pryke. 
The ISU emerges as a quiet, but never-
theless important, player just as Europe-
ans  are defining  many  long-term  space 
programs.  In fact,  ISU  leaders point out 
that 1992 will  be  a double commemora-
tive  event-the  year  when  the  sing1e 
market  is  completed,  and  the  Interna-
tional Year of Space.  E 
Julian M.  Weiss  writes for leading business maga-
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by the Operations Center in  Darmstadt, 
West Germany. Other Earth stations are 
at Redu,  in  Belgium,  and  Villafranca,  in 
Spain,  and  the most powerful European 
system  of  computerized  documentation 
for space research is in Frascati, outside 
Rome. 
ESA is proving to be a profitable under-
. taking, and recent contracts in this sector 
confirm that the European space business 
is becoming economically as well as tech-
nologically  interesting.  Last  April, 
Arianespace  signed a  $320-million  con-
tract with the International Organization 
of Telecommunications to place three IN-
TELSAT satellites in  orbit on  Ariane  4 in 
1992  and  1994,  with  an  option  for  a 
further four launches of the same kind of 
satellite. The French daily Le Monde was 
thus  justifiably  enthusiastic  when  it 
stated: "This success confirms Europe's 
credibility just as it is fighting for half of 
the market for  space launch vehicles in 
the next 10 years."  E 
Niccolo  d'  Aquino  is  the special correspondent for 
foreign affairs at Il Mqndo. TRANSLATIONS 
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T 
e extraordinary peaceful revolu-
tion  that  has  swept  East  Ger-
many,  and raised the bugbear of 
German reunification for some, has come 
as West Germany experiences its biggest 
economic boom in more than a decade. As 
the mismanaged economy of Communist 
East German totters on the brink of col-
lapse, West Germany has had to slam on 
the  monetary  brakes  and  hike  interest 
rates to cool  down  its overheating eco-
nomic performance. 
West Germany, which little over a year 
ago  was  being criticized by  Washington 
for  not doing more to fuel  growth, now 
has the fastest growing economy among 
the leading Western industrialized nations 
after Japan.  The first  half  of  1989 has 
seen price-adjusted  economic  expansion 
of 4.6 percent, compared with 4 percent 
in  the  same  period  last  year  and  3.3 
percent in the second half of 1988. "One 
has to go  back to 197  6 to find  a higher 
economic growth rate," notes a report by 
the Bundesbank, West Germany's central 
bank.  Karl  Otto  Pohl,  president  of  the 
Bundesbank,  describes  the  growth  as 
"startling," and expects it to top a real4 
percent for the year as a whole compared 
with 3.4 percent in 1988. 
As in the past, the driving force behind 
the exceptional growth is an export boom 
that, in Pohl' s words, "leaves everything 
we  have experienced in  recent years in 
the shade." It will  also leave West Ger-
many with a record current-account sur-
plus this year of over 100 billion German 
marks  ($54  billion)  compared  with.  85 
billion marks ($46 billion) in 1988. 
In its latest report on the economy, the 
Commerzbank notes: "Due to the persis-
tently strong demand from  abroad,  ex-
ports will  keep on  expanding at a brisk 
~pace. For 1989, we  reckon with a trade 
~ surplus of  150 billion  marks ($81.5 bil-
~ lion) and for 1990 with a fresh increase to 
0  -----------------------------
~ MICHAEL FARR 
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160 billion marks ($87 billion)." 
The team of economists who advise the 
government,  the  so-called  "Five  Wise 
Men," have  concluded  in  their recently 
published  annual  report that West  Ger-
many  is  set for  4  percent real  growth 
and-the one  worry  for  inflation-sensi-
tive  Germans-a 3-percent increase  in 
the cost of living this year. For 1990, they 
predict 3 percent growth and inflation. 
Foreign demand and orders for capital 
goods continue to be the basic impulses of 
growth,  with exports of  goods  and  ser-
vices running at 15 percent above year-
ago  levels,  and  capital  investment  and 
outlays on plant and equipment rising by 
9 percent and 14 percent. There is gen-
eral agreement, however, that the driving 
force behind the expansion will shift from 
exports and  capital  spending  to  private 
consumption, which is set to be fueled by 
a tax relief package of  20 billion  marks 
($11  billion)  that  will  take  effect  next 
year. "The tax relief will shift the driving 
forces  to  private  consumption;  exports 
and  capital  spending  will  lose  some  of 
their buoyancy,  yet remain quite  solid," 
says Commerzbank. 
Although  it  may  seem  ridiculous  to 
other countries with much higher rates, 
the  Bundesbank's  principal  concern  at 
present  is  curbing  inflation,  which,  ac-
cording to the latest monthly figures, has 
just topped an annual rate of 3 percent. 
This  led  it  to  take  the  drastic  (by  its 
standards) action  of  hiking  the key  dis-
count and Lombard interest rates up a full 
percentage pomt to 6 percent and 8 per-
cent-their highest level since 1982-in 
early October. This hike had the two-fold 
purpose  of  preventing  overheating  and 
boosting  what  Pohl  believes  to  be  an 
undervalued  German  mark,  particularly 
against the dollar, and so restraining im-
ported inflation. 
Despite fears  to  the contrary among 
many  West  German workers  and  trade 
unions,  neither the Five  Wise  Men nor 
other economists believe that the influx 
this year of  well  over 600,000 German 
immigrants-ethnic Germans  from  Po-
land and the Soviet Union, and the influx 
of East Germans-will have an  adverse 
effect on  unemployment. The East Ger-
mans, more than 250,000 of whom have 
so far arrived this year, have no language 
problem, and  are proving highly flexible 
and  mobile  in  taking  up  job  offers,  a 
quality not generally shared by their West 
German compatriots.  They also  tend to 
be  young,  highly  motivated,  and  well 
trained-though often  on  outdated ma-
chinery. 
Economists view their arrival as a god-
Continued on page 47. 
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ne day,  the two German states 
will be unified in a single sover-
eignty.  That must be the ines-
capable  consequence  both  of  recent 
events in the German Democratic Repub-
lic,  such as the dramatic opening of the 
Berlin Wall,  and of the success achieved 
by  more  than four  decades  of  Western 
efforts  to  contain  Soviet  power  and  to 
create the basis for overcoming the divi-
sion of Europe. 
The  issue  of  Germany,  therefore, 
should not be about the whether of unifi-
cation  but  about  the  how  and  when-
regardless of how long it takes and what-
ever the interim phases may be through 
which the German Democratic Republic 
and  the  Federal  Republic  will  pass  in 
progressively  redefining  their  relation-
agree-even though the latter routinely 
repeated a commitment to reunification 
that was known to be a convenient hypoc-
risy.  That proposition went unexamined 
for  too  long.  On  top  of  this,  there was 
inadequate appreciation of how much had 
altered both in Germany and throughout 
Europe.  As  events  in  East  Germany 
clearly illustrate, much has been altered 
in recent weeks. Thus the idea of a uni-
fied  nation  has  come  into  play  without 
adequate preparation or an  understand-
ing of what it would mean. This has even 
led to some secret hopes that, somehow, 
Mikhail  Gorbachev  will  slow  down  the 
process of change or that the new East 
German  leader,  Egon  Krenz,  will  con-
vince  his  people freely  to stay at home 
instead of migrating to the West, either 
physically or politically. 
This point  has  been evident in  much 
media commentary in the United States 
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ship.  The  only  impediments  would  be 
imposed by a combination of Soviet will-
ingness  and  ability  to  halt  a  political 
process  that,  wittingly  or not,  Moscow 
has set in train. It is doubtful that history 
will  flow  serenely toward  the goal  of  a 
Europe  "whole  and  free,"  and  Mikhail 
Gorbachev has pronounced his interest in 
the integrity of  East Germany.  But the 
cost  of  a  final  Nyet  to  reunification-
saber rattling or worse-is probably in-
compatible with preserving perestroika in 
the  Soviet  Union  and  its  new  political 
position with the West. 
The suddenness with which "the Ger-
man question" has re-emerged has com-
plicated consideration of the method and 
timing of  the decisive  transformation in 
the status of the two states. For most of 
the Cold War period, the division of Ger-
many  was  one  of  the  few  propositions 
regarding  Europe  on  which  the  Soviet 
Union  and  the  United  States  could 
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during  the  last  few  months,  which,  at 
times,  has  gone  as  far  as  to  speculate 
about the potential emergence of another 
Reich. West Germans understandably re-
sent the implication that they cannot be 
trusted to deal  appropriately with  their 
relationship with East Germany, and are 
chagrined that their commitment to de-
mocracy,  to  the West,  and  to  Western 
security can be cast in doubt. 
Fortunately,  informed  opinion  in  the 
United States has been rapidly  bridging 
the psychological distance from the mem-
ory of judgments made about the infant 
West German state of 1949 to an  accu-
rate appreciation of today's Federal Re-
public,  with  its  tested institutions,  atti-
tudes, and loyalties. In expressing his lack 
of concern about possible German reuni-
fication, U.S. President George Bush was 
surely trying to reassure the audience in 
America as much as the one in Germany. 
Nevertheless, even the radical  trans-
formation  of  European  society,  politics, 
and economics since  World  War  II  does 
not mean that the unification of Germany 
should  be  regarded casually.  There are 
anxieties,  especially  among  neighbors 
like  France,  and  potential  problems  of 
power  and  influence  in  Central  Europe 
that must be dealt with-both on  their 
own  and  in  the context of  fundamental 
change throughout the Continent. An ap-
propriate goal has been stated by Volker 
Ruhe, a member of the German Bundes-
tag and deputy chairman of the Christian 
Democratic Union:  Wandel  ohne Angst 
-change without anxiety. 
It is possible, indeed imperative, to act 
in ways that will keep the West prepared 
for any eventuality. Three requirements 
stand out. It is most immediately impor-
tant for the U.S. and West German Gov-
ernments, with their associated elites, to 
forge  consultative  links  even  stronger 
than those built up  in recent years. The 
power of misunderstanding must not be 
underestimated, nor the ease with which 
uncorrected evidence of mistrust can cor-
rode the underlying relationship.  In  the 
process, the West Germans face a special 
requirement-toward the United States 
and  its  more  immediate  neighbors-to 
continually  reassert its  convictions:  de-
mocracy,  the West,  security, and the in-
violability of European frontiers. This re-
quirement  may  seem  unfair  to  West 
Germans. At this time, however, it is just 
as important-and no less fair-than its 
analog: the constant need for the United 
States over the years to reiterate to West 
Europeans,  and  especially to West  Ger-
mans, its commitment to their security. 
Beyond  this  point  of  process  is  the 
question of a place for a unified Germany 
in a revised system of European security. 
Many  alternatives  are  canvassed,  but 
only  one  makes sense that can  also  be 
clearly  foreseen  and  acted  upon  today. 
This option is  to recognize and  to build 
upon  one  of  the great successes of  the 
post-war era: the European Community. 
From the  outset,  it  had  the overriding 
purpose  of  making  war  impossible  be-
tween Germany and its neighbors, and of 
embedding  the  Federal  Republic  firmly 
and  finally  in  the  West.  That  aim,  the 
fateful  choice  of  West  Germany's  first 
post-war  Chancellor,  Konrad  Adenauer, 
has been validated. Indeed, the success of 
the E.C.  provides much  of the basis for 
current confidence  about  the politics  of 
Western Europe. 
This imaginative approach to Europe's 
age-old dilemmas is now moving one step 
further through the Single European Act 
(SEA).  Indeed,  in  providing  certainty, 
predictability, and confidence in  Europe, 
the "1992" program is a development of great geostrategic  importance.  Far be-
yond its economic aspects, its success is 
thus critical for  Americans and  Europe-
ans. And so is, by the same token, a final 
association of the United Kingdom,  psy-
chologically and formally,  to Europe and 
its  institutions.  Politically  and  economi-
cally, though not militarily, there needs to 
be  a  West  European  system  that  em-
braces France, Britain,  and  Germany-
and Britain must cease to be the laggard 
partner. 
With the continued strength and devel-
opment of the E.C.,  and with the imple-
mentation and progression of the SEA, the 
problem of a unified Germany would be-
come  progressively  less  daunting.  East 
Germany's simultaneous accession to the 
E.C.  and  to the Federal Republic would 
be an appropriate and effective outcome, 
and  potentially one  that would,  in  time, 
also  be  more  acceptable  to  the  Soviet 
Union  than any free-floating  association 
of today's two German states. 
Of course, the German future also de-
pends  upon  the  European  future-
throughout the Continent. The return of 
the  German  question  only  underscores 
what other events have  already shown: 
The West must rapidly develop its vision 
for a new system of security across the 
Continent. It must grapple with at least 
six key issues besides that of Germany: 
Soviet power and interests in Central and 
Eastern Europe; a permanent role for the 
United  States as  a  "European power;" 
democratic  revolutions  in  Eastern  Eu-
rope to bring about stability; the role of 
the  E.C.  in  European  security,  broadly 
defined;  the stresses caused by the eco-
nomic  crisis in  Eastern Europe;  and,  of 
course, the restructuring of the current 
East-West military balance. 
The process of change represented by 
these key issues is already underway, but 
the development of a vision  encompass-
ing it must be accelerated. That is critical 
to seize the possibilities of the future, to 
gain what is possible during Gorbachev's 
incumbency, to preserve domestic politi-
cal  support for  the Western military ef-
forts  that  are  still  required,  and-not 
least-to  provide  a  framework  within 
which  the German question will  assume 
its rightful and secondary place. Then the 
terms set forth  by  Britain,  France, and 
the  United  States  in  the  Paris  Agree-
ments  of  1954  can  be  resolved:  "The 
achievement through peaceful means of a 
fully free and unified Germany remains a 
fundamental goal of their policy."  E 
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t  this  year's  grand  opening  of 
Bloomingdale's  Chicago  store, 
the  spotlight  was  on  "Euro-
style.'' On  exhibit  in  every window  was 
European  designer  Emilio  Bergamin's 
"Taitu"  tableware,  an  indication  that 
America's  romance  with  things  Euro-
pean, which began around the turn of the 
decade, continues. 
A classic example of the European in-
fluence is the Italian metal manufacturer 
Alberto  Alessi's  revival  of  Michael 
Graves'  mundane  tea  kettle.  In  the 
United States, where sales of the kettle 
with  the  whistling  bird  average  18,000 
per year, or about 126,000 to date, this 
single object has metamorphosed into an 
expression of art, design, and quality. 
Why  does design from  across the At-
!antic fare so  well  in  the United States? 
Managing Director of Dartington Crystal 
Eric  Dancer  says:  "Europeans  are  in-
clined to invest more in design than are 
the (few) American glass and crystal com-
panies." Hans Hallundbaek,  senior part-
ner of KV Marketing Inc., and formerly a 
vice president for Dansk's tableware de-
signer relations, says: "European manu-
facturers  understand  the importance  of 
design as  part of total product develop-
ment, and give designers greater latitude 
to be creative and artistic. In the United 
States, one sometimes finds the attitude: 
'Now we've made the product, Jet's stick 
a  design  on  it,'  while  Europeans  begin 
with:  'Let's not  consider how  many  we 
can  sell.'  Yes,  they develop  commercial 
failures, but ultimately  gain  more  com-
mercial success, with consumer appeal. 
"European  tableware  designers  are 
artists . . .  [who are also] involved in the 
industrial  product  manufacturing  pro-
cess.  American  designers [on  the other 
hand]  tend to be  more industrial-design 
trained,  with  Jess  artistic  freedom  and 
ability than the European approach devel-
ops." 
Others contend that Eurostyle's con-
tinuing  success  in  the  United  States is 
due also to the growing quality conscious-
ness  on  the  part of  the  American  con-
sumer at large. Young Americans in par-
ticular have  developed  more  confidence 
in their own taste as they become better educated and more traveled. 
To meet consumer demands, more and 
more U.S. store buyers attend European 
table- and giftware fairs.  Here they find 
what Walter Heufer, head of the Frank-
furt International Fairs, describes as "in-
ternational brands of glass, porcelain, ce-
ramics, and silverware for their Eurostyle 
assortments." They also find  the debuts 
of  dinnerware  created  by  such  noted 
names  as  Paloma  Picasso,  who  designs 
for  Villeroy & Boch,  Hutschenreuther's 
highly  successful ranges by  Maxim  and 
Leonard of Paris, and Thomas's contem-
porary  "Trend"  dinner- and  cookware, 
designed by  David,  Marquis  of  Queens-
berry. 
The  upscale,  sophisticated  tableware 
from France has turned the tables, so to 
speak.  Barbara  Marsten  of  the  design 
team Marsten-Mandraiii says: "From its 
introduction in  1988, our Christian Dior 
'Art de la Table' collection has sold as if it 
were from a long-established dinnerware 
manufacturer.'' Hermes too took a turn of 
a different kind-from fabric fashions to 
fashionable  dinnerware,  such  as  their 
"Toucan" range. 
Eurostyle has also brought high-qual-
ity, well-designed crystal to the forefront. 
Says Christer Pihl, president of the Finn-
ish  crystal  manufacturer  Iittala-
Nuutajarvi Oy:  "The impact of European 
design is not surprising, as many Ameri-
can  citizens  brought  their  culture with 
them from Europe." He adds that Ameri-
cans have a good design concept when it 
comes to textiles and shoes, "but not for 
tabletop.'' 
He obviously knows what he is talking 
about.  For two  years in  a row,  Iittala's 
"Aaldo" and "Aarne" vases won recogni-
tion  from  the  International  Tabletop 
Awards, an award Alessi also received for 
the whistling bird teakettle. 
The dipping dollar has helped to offset 
the often higher prices of European prod-
ucts. Wendolin von Boch said of the price 
of Paloma's tableware: "It's expensive to 
get such a name, but, like a good opera 
singer or a top football  player, you must 
pay to get a star." Of course, manufactur-
ers do  have cause for concern when the 
exchange rate tips the other way. 
What are other ingredients for success 
in the United States? Some point to good 
presentation. Lord Queensberry feels the 
key is brand recognition, and the budget 
to promote. Dancer says:  "You must re-
search the U.S. buyers, retailers, design-
ers, and fashion-trend setters-all those 
who make decisions about that market's 
lifestyle.'' 
Alessi  takes  a  different  stance.  "I'm 
not  too  interested  in  marketing.  The 
Alessi is  a product-oriented, not a mar-
keting-oriented, firm.  All  our best prod-
ucts are very individual and universal, not 
international. That may be because they 
try to be acts of poetry." And Pihl says: 
"The intelligent  way  to  market  in  the 
United States is to integrate product de-
sign, packaging, sales, and merchandising 
plans to provide one focused presentation 
to the ultimate consumer." 
Mter nearly 10 years,  has  Eurostyle 
begun to lose its "top of the chart" posi-
tion? Not according to many people in the 
industry. They see the influence of Euro-
pean  design  everywhere, from  automo-
biles  and  coffee  makers to  lighting (the 
halogen lamp is a case in point) and Euro-
pean  furniture.  So  Europe's  Eurostyle 
seems set to maintain  its  mystique for 
some time to come.  E 
Freda Greene, who is writing a book on life in World 
War II, is an international freelance journalist. 
BRUSSELS, THE KEY TO EUROPE 
Where  the heart of the European Community 
really beats! 
Belgian Tourist Office  745 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10151  Tel.: 212/758-8130 
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INVESTING IN 
EUROPEAN 
PROPERTY 
JAMES HOLLINGTON 
"Hot" Properties  .  m 
European Vacation 
Spots Attract 
Investors 
PAMELA KEILSON 
The many cranes and "For Sale" signs on 
the stretch between St. Tropez and Men-
ton illustrate that the real estate market 
on  the  French  Riviera  is  very  active. 
Developments  are more  than half  sold 
while  still under construction, and com-
pletely so when finished. Christian Bovi§, 
Director:..Gen@rar  of  Agence  Generale 
Bovis, states that "our biggest problem is 
having  enough properties to show  pro--
spective buyers.'' 
Economic Base 
Sun-drenched stone and azure water have 
a  perennial  ap;>eal.  French and  foreign 
Pamela  Keilson  is managing  director  of  Ag~ce 
Generale Bovis' U.S. office. 
buyers are purchasing second homes in 
great  numbers,  and  developers-espe-
cially  Europeans  and  Americans-are 
pouring millions  into business ventures. 
The Cote d'  Azur's unique position at the 
center  of  the  Mediterranean  sun  belt, 
combined  with  its  ambitious  efforts  to 
broaden  its  economic  base  away  from' 
tourism,  attracts  much  of  this  invest-
ment. For example, over 130,000 square 
meters of office  space are currently un-
der construction, in addition to many al-
ready completed office parks. 
With 8 million people visiting the Cote 
d'  Azur every year, tourism nevertheless 
will remain an important industry for the 
region, and its infrastructure clearly re-
flects this. Nice's airport operates direct 
flights to New York and is preparing for 
the future  by  expanding  its airport ca-
pabilities now. The French railway, whose 
TGV high-speed tram now  runs to Nice, 
has started an  aggressive  upgrading  of 
train stations and tracks along the coast. 
Investment 
The New  York  Times  recently  stated: 
HWhen  investment  managers  get  to-
gether to swap ideas about 1992, the talk 
inevitably drifts to castles in  Spain  and 
farmhouses in  Provence.  Almost  every-
one  nurtures  tbe, idea  that  a  vacation 
home in some idyllic comer of Europe will 
pay off in long-term capital gains." In this DEMAND FOR 
PRIME 
PROPERTY 
WILL GROW AS 
THE  PACE 
OF  BUSINESS 
ACCELERATES 
IN THE 
SINGLE  MARKET. 
T 
he  prospect  of  a  united  Europe 
presents  substantial  opportuni-
ties for the property market. To 
capitalize upon them, however, the busi-
ness  community  must  be  aware  of  the 
variety  of  restrictions,  legislations,  and 
separate  economies  that  exist in  each 
member state. 
The benefits  of  gaining  a foothold  in 
Europe are obvious. The Single European 
Act and the subsequent removal of physi-
cal,  technical,  and  fiscal  barriers  are 
opening the way to the largest market-
place  in  the  industrialized  world,  with 
some 320 million people. (By comparison, 
the United States has a population of 244 
million and Japan one of 122 million.) 
In the past, manufacturers and retail-
ers have often been prevented from chas-
ing  European  markets other than  their 
own because the costs involved in adapt-
ing their products to suit the language, 
customs, and economic and legal criteria 
of each country have proved too high to 
be economical. For them, the removal of 
passport  controls,  customs  duties,  and 
frontier checkpoints will thus allow easier 
and  faster  movement  of  goods  across 
borders. 
The  same  is  true  for  the  European 
property market.  In  its widest  sense, a 
single European market will enable a per-
son or a company already established in 
one E.C. member state to purchase, de-
velop, let, and sell property in any other 
E.C.  country.  Since  the  same  rules  of 
capacity,  title,  finance,  taxation,  insur-
ance, and advisory services would  apply 
for each, the decision to invest in another 
country's property will be much less com-
plicated than is the case at present. 
Many non-E.C. companies, particularly 
from  Japan,  Sweden,  and  the  United 
States,  are  already  positioning  them-
selves  to  take  advantage  of  the  single 
market by  establishing operation in  the 
Community.  Direct property investment 
by Japan in the United Kingdom in 1989 
alone,  for  example,  exceeded £1 billion 
($1.59 billion). The Swedes invested over 
£441 million ($692.7 million) during the 
same period. Finally, U.S. retailers, espe-
cially in the fashion industry, are increas-
ingly strengthening their foothold in Eu-
rope,  as  are  department  stores  like 
Bloomingdale's  and  Saks  Fifth  Avenue. 
Rent prices in Europe that are consider-
ably lower than those in their home mar-
kets are another incentive for  Japanese 
and U.S. retailers. 
Once established in Europe, companies 
must develop through acquisitions, merg-
ers, and organic growth. Therefore, the 
fortunes of  the property market largely 
depend on the increased business a united 
Europe will generate and the subsequent 
economic growth of the individual coun-
tries in it:  Businesses will  need suitable 
properties in the right location and at the 
right price in order to expand. 
Unfortunately,  nothing  is  ever  that 
straightforward,  least of  all  when  it in-
volves  the  uprooting  of  traditions  and 
historic values, the merging of separate 
economies, and different legislation. Nei-
ther the cultures,  customs,  and  prefer-
ences, nor the many languages and dia-
lects, will  change overnight. Britain, for 
example, is often the first choice for U.S. 
expansion into Europe because of its simi-
larities with North America (there are no 
language barriers, for instance). Since no 
country will  willingly  relinquish  its own 
identity, it is vital to have a proper under-
standing of each..  country's economy, leg-
islation,  and  property sectors to ensure 
that the property market flourishes. 
In terms of real estate markets, retail 
expansion so far has been chiefly through 
organic growth. Several of the large Eu-
respect, the COte d'  Azur is proving most 
lucrative.  In  1988,  average  price  in-
creases for old and new properties ~om­
bined have been in the 7  .5-percent to 10-
percent  range  in  the  Alpes-Maritimes, 
and even higher in areas such as Cannes, 
St.  Jean  Cap  Eerrat,  andw Beaulieu-sur-
Mer ~ Bovis preillets 1989 increases to fall 
between 10 percent to 15 percent, while 
some agents along the coast even predict 
20 percent. These increases, along with 
possible se'asonal vacation rental income 
of between 5 percent to 8 percent per 
year  return  on  investment,  make  this 
area an excellent financial opportunity,  1-------------------'--- - ------- - ----_.J 
Finding the Money 
A "non-resident" can  get a  90-percent 
loan  at very competitive,  fixed,  or l5-
year variable mterest rates, while holders 
of  a  residence  permit  can  get a  100-
percent loan.  Qualification for  a  loan  is 
similar to the United States, the rule of 
thumb  being  that the loai1  is  about  30 
percent of income. 
Purchasing Property 
The purchase and  sale  of property and 
transfer of  money  anywhere  is  simple, 
uncomplicated,  and  safe.  There are  no 
limitations or complicated procedures for 
foreign  purchasers.  As  in  the  United 
States, the selle{pays estate agent com-
missions. 
FRENCH 
RIVIERA 
+  BUY or RENT in the BEST  AREAS 
+ API'S from $8>,000toLUXURYVITLAS 
+  FINANCING available to 90% at 10% interest 
One of oldest established  Riviera  Estate Agents  con  help you find  the  best investment,  help you  rent it,  and 
offers complete  after sole  management.  CONTACT  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION  . . . 
AGENCE GENERALE BOVIS-USA 
1514  WEST AVENUE, RICHMOND,  VA  23220 (804)353-2694 FAX(804)353-2924 
DECEMBER  1989  39 ropean grocery chains, for example, have 
been opening branches outside their na-
tional  boundaries  since  the  late  1970s. 
Since it is generally recognized that mul-
tinational retailers are able  to purchase 
more cheaply and spread overheads more 
widely,  making  them  formidable  oppo-
nents  to  the  less  competitive  smaller 
shops, retailers such as the French mail 
order company La  Redoute and  the de-
partment store chain Printemps are be-
ginning  to  group  together  for  greater 
market strength. 
For industrial companies, the opportu-
nities of the single market are most likely 
to  be  found  by  way  of  takeovers  and 
mergers. Of 150 British industrial compa-
nies  surveyed  by  accountants  Peat 
Marwick  McLintock,  40  percent  were 
considering a merger or partnership else-
where in  the Community.  For,  while in-
dustrialists  already  view  the  E.C.  as  a 
single  market  for  both  production  and 
sales, distribution is still fragmented, and 
they  are  thus  beginning  to  centralize 
their  storage facilities.  Sites  located  in 
close  proximity  to  major  airports  and 
other transport networks will  be in par-
ticular demand because of their accessi-
bility and the ease of distribution. 
Companies wishing to open offices on a 
pan-European basis will also be drawn to 
areas with  excellent communications  to 
exploit new business opportunities. Most 
companies continue to prefer representa-
tion in the major capitals of each country, 
but,  as they grow more independent of 
their local situations, they will seek ratio-
nalized  and  more  flexible  office  space 
elsewhere. For example, business parks 
located in  attractive environments away 
from congested city centers will appeal to 
highly skilled professionals, most notably 
in the service sectors. 
STANDARD LEASE CONTRACTS 
LEASE TERM (YRS)  SECURITY OF TENURE 
BELGIUM 
(Bail Commercial) 
FRANCE 
(Bail Commercial) 
NETHERLANDS* 
(Huurkontrakt) 
SPAIN 
WEST GERMANV 
ITALY 
40  EUROPE 
+II 
9 
(3 yearly break option) 
9 
(3 yearly break option) 
5,  10 
5,  10 
(subject to negotiation) 
Unrestricted options. 
5,  10 
6 
25 
The tenant has automatic right of 
rene~al for a further three 9-year 
terros. 
The tenant has automatic right of 
renewal. The landlord cannot 
refuse to renew upori expiry 
without paying compensation. 
The tenant has the legal  right to 
renew for a further 5 years. 
The tenant has no security of 
tenure at expiry of contract. 
(Except for leases granted before 
04/30/85). 
Usually tenants have the 
ccntractual right to renew dpon 
expiry for one or two further 
5-year terms. 
The tenant has the right to renew 
for a further 6 years. The landlord 
can only gain entry If required for 
own occupation. 
Th~ #i tenant has security of  teour~ 
at teno of lease. Limited legal  ~411 
groupds for Investor to regatn 
possession. 
Each country already has its own suc-
cessful markets to which expanding prop-
erty businesses and investors are drawn. 
The Brussels office market, for example, 
dominates Belgium's real estate market, 
London remains the prime destination for 
overseas office investors, and West Ger-
many has a strong foothold  in  industrial 
premises.  Other  areas  throughout  Eu-
rope, however, are ripe for exploitation. 
Property  investors  are  increasingly 
looking for areas of new business oppor-
tunity and, therefore, locations that have 
excellent  investment  potential.  For ex-
ample, investors traditionally did not con-
sider the retail sector in the Paris region 
of  France,  but a  survey undertaken by 
Continued on page 47. 
James Hollington is Chairman of European Opera-
tions at Healey & Baker in London. 
INDEXAnGN AND REVIEW 
Annual to the R.P.I. Revision at the end of every 
9th year, If either party can show that the rental 
value differs by  I  5% or more from actual rent. 
If agreement cannot be reached, the courts can 
decide an appropriate level. 
Usually annually or every 3 years by reference 
to the Cost of Construction Index, published by 
the INSEE. Either party may request open 
market reviews If the index moves more than 
25%  In  3 years. Rent reviews occur upon 
renewaL 
Annual to the R.P.I. There Is an open market 
review every 5 years for retail property. 
Annual by reference to the Consumer Price 
Index Issued by the National Statistics Institute. 
No open market review, unless specified in the 
lease. 
Very often an open market review every time 
the R.P.I changes by a number of points 
(currently  I  0 or I  0%  ). Open market review 
upon expiry. 
Rents are reviewed annually, Increasing upwards 
by 75% of Retail Price Inflation. 
5 yearly reviews to open market. Usually  ; 
upwards only. Most  leas~ provide for full tenaift l®i"'W 
repairing and  lnsurlng*~erms. Listen to EuroP-ellll Diary on BRN 
and get your share. 
W hen 12 European nations form a 
common market in 1992, their combined 
buying power will be over 100 billion 
dollars (or 10 trillion cents). 
The European Community will be the 
second largest economy in the world. 
Reginald Dale, correspondent for Inter-
ELROPE 
MAGAZINE  OF  THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
national Herald 1tibune, presents 
European Diary on Business Radio 
Network He'll help you make sense of 
the unfolding business opportunities for 
American executives. 
Thne-in to BRN every Friday. And you'll 
make more cents of it all. 
Radio's Business Solution.w 
BR=--=  --
Business R adio Netvvork 
Los Angeles 
KORG  1190-AM 
Chicago 
WNVR 1030-AM 
San Francisco 
KSJX 1500-AM 
Washington, D.C. 
WPGC 1580-AM 
Houston 
KSEV700-AM 
Cleveland 
WHK 1420-AM 
Denver 
KDEN 1340-AM 
Denver/Leadville 
KRMH 1240-AM 
Phoenix 
KFNN 1510-AM 
Sacramento 
KXOA 1470-AM 
Hartford/New Haven 
WXCT 1220-AM 
Orlando 
WBZS 1270-AM 
Portland 
KBNP 1410-AM 
Kansas City 
KBEA 1480-AM 
New Orleans 
WTIX690-AM 
Greenville, SC 
WPCI1490-AM 
BuHa'o 
WWKB 1520-AM 
Albany 
WPTR 1540-AM 
Albuquerque 
KMBA 1050-AM 
Honolulu 
KGU760-AM 
Knoxville 
WUTK850-AM 
Huntsville 
WVNN770-AM 
Colorado Springs 
KKRE 1040-AM 
Augusta 
WNTA 1'i50-AM 
Topeka 
KEW11440-AM 
Mexico City 
VIP 88.1-FM 
Seattle 
KEZX 1150-AM 
Springfield 
WSPR 1270-AM 
Traverse City 
WMKT 1270-AM 
Richmond 
WJDK950-AM 
Wilkes Barre 
WWAX750-AM 
Dallas 
KMEZ 1480-AM 
CharloHe 
WSTP 1490-AM 
Cincinnati 
WCVG 1310-AM 
Harrisburg 
WWII720-AM 
Raleigh-Durham 
WAKS 1460-AM 
Baltimore 
WFBR 1300-AM 
??? NINGSME 
MANAGERS 
In  December  1988,  the Com-
mission  adopted  a program of 
experimental  training  initia-
tives to prepare small- and me-
dium-sized  enterprises  (SME) 
for  the  single  market.  These 
initiatives will offer SME manag-
ers the means  to  define  their 
strategies with a view to 1992, 
to  pinpoint  training  require-
ments, and to participate in spe-
cific E.C. programs. 
Training will concentrate on 
five  major  areas,  namely  the 
strategic  and  commercial 
stakes of  the  internal  market, 
competitiveness, financial man-
agement and human resources, 
and the globalization of the stra-
tegic approach  with  regard to 
1992.  SME  managers  will  re-
ceive about 18 days of training 
spread over several months. 
NO LOCKED AND 
BARRED 
MARKET 
"Only open markets force peo-
ple  to  adapt  and  make  them 
economically  strong,"  Martin 
Bangemann, Commission Vice-
President in charge of the inter-
nal  market, told the European 
Parliament  in  October,  adding 
that  the  imposition  of  quotas 
was always a sign of weakness 
and  lack  of  self-confidence. 
This, he stressed, the Europe-
ans could not afford to do if  they 
wanted  to  prevail  against 
strong  international  compe-
tition and  also  wanted to per-
suade  others  to  "buy  Euro-
pean." "We cannot lock and bar 
our  own  market  to  outsiders 
and at the same time demand 
free access to foreign markets  . 
. . . "he said. 
Bangemann went on to note 
that it was pointless to reproach 
the  japanese  with  working 
longer  hours  and  more  effi-
ciently  than  Europeans.  In-
stead, he argued that Europe-
ans  must  produce  even  more 
efficiently and more cost  -effec-
tively, and achieve greater Eu-
ropean  standardization  (as  in 
high-definition television), more 
research  (like  Eureka),  and 
more cooperation (for instance, 
through  a  European  company 
statute) in order to remain com-
petitive on world markets. 
HALF·WAYTO 
THE SINGLE 
MARKET 
The E.C.  has reached the half-
way  mark on  the  road  to the 
single market. The Commission 
has  produced  238  of  the  279 
proposals, and the Council has 
adopted 130 of these. In short, 
the Council has by now agreed 
to half of  the program in four 
years, a feat  that many would 
have  considered  impossible  in 
1985. 
The Council's increased pro-
ductivity is primarily due to the 
large number of decisions that 
now require only a qualified ma-
jority vote (as stipulated in the 
Single  European  Act)  rather 
than unanimity.  In those areas 
that  still  require  unanimity, 
however,  such  as  the  free 
movement  of  persons,  value-
added  taxes,  and  the  tax  on 
savings,  no  wide-ranging  deci-
sions  have  been adopted.  Sig-
nificant progress has, however, 
been  made  in  areas  of  public 
procurement  (including  the 
adoption of directives on supply 
and  work contracts),  technical 
harmonization,  capital  move-
ments,  financial  services,  mu-
tual  recognition  of  diplomas, 
transport,  and  industrial  and 
intellectual property. 
The main  problems and de-
lays in the 1992 program con-
cern removing physical barriers 
with respect to goods and peo-
ple.  Progress  has  also  been 
slow on the right of residence of 
E. C. nationals in member states 
other than their own, and on the 
elimination of frontier formali-
ties. 
Another  sticking  point  for 
the Commission  has  been  the 
slow incorporation of  E.C.  law 
into  the national  legislation  of 
the Twelve.  Commission Vice-
President  Martin  Bangemann, 
responsible  for  the  internal 
market, has said that this may 
force  the  Commission  to  use 
regulations  that  immediately 
become  law,  rather  than  the 
still-favored  directive,  which 
the member state parliaments 
must incorporate into  national 
law. 
Most of the 41 proposals still 
to be presented by the Commis-
sion  concern animal  and  plant 
health (about 30 proposals) and, 
to a lesser extent, technical har-
monization.  The  Commission 
wants to present the remaining 
proposals before the end of the 
year, but delays are possible in 
plant  and  animal  health  con-
trols. 
NOTES ON 
1992 NEWS 
OF THE 
E.C. 
The E.C. plans to increase its fraud-fighting fund, especially in the agriculture sector, where such monies are often diverted. 
AGRICULTURE 
FIGHTING 
AGAINST.  FRAUD' 
A  big  increase  in  the  E.C.'s 
fraud-fighting  fund  is  being 
worked out,  Agriculture  Com-
missioner Ray  MacSharry told 
the European Parliament at its 
October session, specifying that 
the Commission planned to in-
crease the amount in  the fund 
by an additional  $32 million  to 
$75 million in 1990. 
Since  agriculture  accounts 
for  about  two-thirds  of  E.C. 
spending,  the  $30-billion  farm 
budget is  particularly sensitive 
to fraud. In this sector alone, an 
estimated  10  percent  of  E.C. 
funds  are  diverted,  often  in 
imaginative  ways,  such  as 
claiming aid for non-existent ol-
ive  groves,  and  cashing  in  on 
help for beef exports by packing 
offal,  bones,  or chicken scraps 
instead of prime steak. 
MacSharry  said  the  money 
would  be  spent  on  tightening· 
checks  on  commercial  docu-
ments,  selecting  firms  for  in-
spection,  setting  up  a  special 
fraud  squad  in  the  member 
states, and improving coopera-
tion between them.-Reuters 
FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS 
E~C.·OPEC 
ENVIRON· 
M· ENTAL 
COOPERATION 
In  October,  the  E.C.  and  the 
Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting  Countries  (OPEC) 
agreed to cooperate on environ-
mental and technical problems, 
hoping that this might eventu-
ally lead to deeper political co-
operation. These were the first 
official  talks  between  an  OPEC 
secretary-general and  an  E.C. 
Commissioner since the oil car-
tel was founded 29 years ago. 
Siyyed Abdulai  Subroto,  the 
current OPEC secretary-general, 
said that, while  the 1980s had 
been a decade of confrontation 
between  producers  and  con-
sumers, it was now in the inter-
est of. both  to  maintain  stable 
prices.  "This  is  an  opportune 
time to start . . .  to find mutual 
interest and action that can at 
least establish the possibility of 
preventing  price  shocks  from 
happening again," he said. 
Antonio  Cardoso  e  Cunha, 
the  E.C.'s  Energy  Commis-
sioner,  said  that  cooperation 
would  start with low-level  dis-
cussions on technological prob-
lems and the environment, but 
that,  "starting  from  a  very 
practical basis, we can progres-
sively go to the deepest political 
cooperation."  He  and  Subroto 
did not discuss calls from some 
in the E.C. for a "carbon tax" to 
discourage  use  of  fossil  fuels 
that scientists say contribute to 
a warming of the Earth's atmo-
sphere.-Reuters 
E.C. WELCOMES 
LEBANON 
ACCORD 
The E.C.  welcomed an  accord 
approved in  October by  Leba-
nese deputies to end that coun-
try's civil war.  The accord, ap-
proved  by  Moslem  and 
Christian  deputies  meeting  in 
the  Saudi  Arabian  resort  of 
Taif,  has  received  widespread 
Western  and  Arab  backing  as 
the best chance to end the 14-
year-old Lebanese civil war. 
A  statement  published  by 
France,  which  currently holds 
the E.C.'s presidency, said that 
Lebanon must be allowed to im-
plement the pact "through the 
appropriate  constitutional 
means, free  from  any  form  of 
pressure."  Moreover,  "the 
Community  and  its  member 
states  will  develop  the  action 
they have  already initiated for  · 
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clothing. 
MASTER'S PROGRAM ON THE  E.C.  AT 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,  DUBLIN 
The Master's degree program in European Economic and Public Affairs 
is designed primarily for business executives and students who need a 
thorough understanding of the  European  Community.  In  particular, 
participants  will  learn  how business  will  be  conducted  in  the single 
market after  1992. 
The  degree  program  lasts  one  year,  during  which  time  three 
courses will be given in business, economics, law, and politics. Particu-
lar attention  will  be  paid  to policy  issues,  such  as  dumping,  public 
procurement, the rights and  obligations of state monopolies, compe-
tition, and  international trade. 
Students will  be  exposed  not only  ~o senior academic staff of the 
National University of Ireland,  but also to current and  former high-
level  E.C.  officials  and  decision-makers  from the  private and  public 
sectors with direct European involvement. 
The program will be centered at University College, Dublin, but will 
involve  two study  visits  to Brussels,  Belgium,  and  to the  European 
University Institute in  Florence,  Italy. 
The teaching program is  coordinated by the Centre for European 
Economic  and  Public  Affairs  (CEEPA)  at University College  Dublin. 
CEEPA acts as a resource center for research on European issues and 
its full resources are available to students in the program. 
Among  other  leading  European  personalities,  the  following  are 
members of the  CEEPA  Council:  Garrett FitzGerald,  former Prime 
Minister of Ireland; Brian Lenihan, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
for  Defense;  Emile  Noel,  former  Secretary-General  of the  E.C. 
Commission  and  currently  President  of the  European  University 
Institute; Peter Sutherland, former Member of the E.C.  Commission. 
For  information,  please  contact  Prof.  Richard  Sinnott,  Director, 
Centre for European Economic and Public Affairs, University College, 
Dublin, Tel.: 011-353-1-693244; Fax: 011-353-1-694409. 
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the benefit of Lebanon, to make 
possible the resumption of eco-
nomic and social activities, and 
to provide this country with the 
assistance  needed  to  build  its 
future."-Reuters 
INDUSTRY 
DISCIPLINE FOR 
STATE AIDS 
Commission Vice-President Sir 
Leon Brittan, who  is  responsi-
ble for E.C. competition policy, 
has announced a new focus  in 
the battle to curtail state aids to 
industry.  Under  this  scheme, 
the Commission will review ex-
isting large-scale aid programs 
rather  than  merely  examine 
new schemes. 
According to Brittan, the ab-
olition of many national protec-
tionist  instruments  may  lead 
member states to make greater 
use of certain state aids, such as 
general  investment  incentives 
and export aids, which will  re-
ceive the most scrutiny. 
E.C. officials explained that it 
was necessary to review these 
aid  schemes,  which  had  been 
approved in  the depth of a re-
cession, and might therefore no 
longer  be  economically  justi-
fied.  Brittan emphasized,  how-
ever,  that  the  Commission 
would continue to closely study 
new  member  state  aid  pro-
grams. 
INDUSTRIAL 
RESEARCH 
REWARDED 
In  an  effort to strengthen the 
technology base of its manufac-
turing industries in  such areas 
as automobiles,  machine tools, 
construction,  and  clothing,  the 
E.C. launched the BRITE/EURAM 
program (which stands for Ba-
sic Research in Industrial Tech-
nologies for  Europe and  Euro-
pean  Research  in  Advanced 
Materials) earlier this year. 
BRITE/EURAM  is  a  four-year 
program that seeks to use the 
E.C.'s  resources  efficiently  to 
support industrial research and 
development  at  the  pre-com-
petitive  stage  and  within  the 
framework  of  Europe-wide collaboration. It brings together  various fields of industrial tech- ret  Thatcher's  intransigence  tivities  must  be  ancillary  to 
industrial  firms,  universities,  nology and advanced materials,  was isolating her country. And  those of its founding members. 
and  public  research institutes,  and prove their abilities to po- British Trade Union  Congress  There are certain limitations 
as well  as selected partners in  tential  partners  for  future  chief  Norman  Willis  added:  to the scope of an EEIG.  It can-
the European Free Trade Asso- BRITE/EURAM  research  propos- "The Community wants work- not, for example, be set up as a 
dation countries.  als.  ers' rights whether [Thatcher]  financial  holding  company,  and 
Last  October,  the  Commis- likes it or not, and plans will go  cannot employ over 500 people. 
sion  approved  163  research  ahead  without  her  if  neces- U.S. firms and subsidiaries can 
projects for E.C. funding under  SOCIAL ISSUES _  sary.''-Reuters  participate as long as they are 
this scheme and gave 60 "feasi-
RALLY FOR 
established in  the Community. 
bility awards" to help small- and  To  date,  five  E.C.  countries 
medium-sized enterprises (SME)  WORKERS'  BUSINESS  have  modified  their  national 
participate  in  industrial  re- RIGHTS 
ANEW 
legislation  to  permit  registra-
search.  tion of EEIGS. 
Most of the 163 projects are  An  estimated  10,000  trade  CORPORATE 
relatively large and industrially  unionists  from  throughout the  TOOL  FOREIGN 
led  collaborative  undertakings  E.C.  staged a rally in  Brussels  TRADE 
involving at least two indepen- in  October to demand  guaran- The European Economic Inter-
dent  companies  in  different  teed workers' rights when the  est Group  (EEIG),  a  corporate  COMMISSION  member  states.  Over  1,000  Community completes its single  vehicle  established under E.C. 
organizations  are  participating  market.  The  rally,  which  was  law to permit companies to un- ANNOUNCES 
in  the  scheme,  which  will  re- organized  by  the  European  dertake  numerous  forms  of  STEEL ACCORD 
ceive up  to  188 million  ECU  in  Trade  Union  Confederation  joint action while retaining their 
E.C. funds, or 50 percent of the  (ETUC),  a grouping of 36 union  legal  and  economic  indepen- The E.C.  Commission recently 
cost of each project. A matching  confederations in 21  countries,  dence,  recently  became  the  approved the results of its new 
sum  will  be  provided  by  the  followed  a conference  alerting  newest tool to enhance cooper- steel  accord  with  the  United 
industrial  partners.  The  aver- trade unionists to the effects of  ation between E.C.-based com- States, which will maintain the 
age project cost is  2.2  million  bringing down trade barriers.  panies.  status quo for all products cov-
EC U.  ETUC General Secretary Ma- Formation  of  an  EEIG  must  ered  by  previous  U.S.-E.C. 
Feasibility  awards  will  help  thias  Hinterscheid  condemned  include  at least  two  firms  (or  steel agreements, and the man-
the  chosen  SMEs  demonstrate  British  opposition  to  the  pro- subsidiaries of a single multina- agement  of  the  quotas  during 
the feasibility of a new device,  posed E.C.  social charter, say- tional corporation) from differ- the life  of the accord.  The ac-
system, process, or concept in  ing that Prime Minister Marga- ent member states, and its ac- cord will assure the E.C.  of  7 
0 
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DECEMBER  1989  45 percent of the U.S.  steel mar-
ket, in comparison with the pre-
vious  share  of  6.68  percent. 
This represents an increase of 
300,000  metric  tons  of  steel 
exports  per  year.  In  addition, 
the  Commission  stated that a 
consensus on aids would make a 
useful  contribution  toward lib-
eralizing steel trade. 
AID AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
MATUTES 
REVIEWS E.C. 
MEDITER· 
RANEAN ·POLICY 
In  an outline  on  E.C.  policy 
toward  the  Mediterranean re-
gion, ·Abel  Matutes,  Commis-
sioner in  charge of Mediterra-
nean Policy,  stated that, while 
the current population level of 
the 12 E.C. nations of 320 mil-
lion is not expected to change in 
the next generation, that of the 
14  non-E.C.  Mediterranean 
countries will rise from 200 mil-
lion now to 400 million by 2025. 
As a result, those 14 countries 
will  have  to  feed,  clothe,  and 
educate an  additional 5 million 
new citizens each year. 
Since  these  Mediterranean 
nations  constitute  the  E.C.'s 
third-largest  customer  and  its 
fourth-largest  supplier, 
Matutes  said  the  region  was 
vital to the Community. In that 
context, the region's worsening 
economic situation is cause for 
concern. Its 1987 trade deficit 
of  about  $16  billion  was  only 
partly  offset  by  tourism  reve-
nues and workers' remittances 
from abroad, and debt services 
for more than half of the coun-
tries in the region now account 
for between 25 percent and 50 
percent of import receipts. 
The deterioration of the re-
gion's environment, which suf-
fers  from  a  scarcity  of  water 
and agricultural land,  desertifi-
cation, air and sea pollution, and 
the dumping of 500,000 tons of 
urban  waste every day  in  the 
coastal areas, is further exacer-
bating the region's problems. 
Given  these  problems, 
Matutes stressed the need for 
new  approaches  toward  the 
Mediterranean  nations,  noting 
INDUSTRIAL AID 
TO·  CENTRAL 
AMERICA· 
1-St -a- te_m_e_n _t_ o_ f_ O _ wn_e_ rs-hi-.p-, _ M _a_ n_ a- ge _m ._e _n _t_, a _n _d _C _ir _c_ul_a_t-io _n ____  ---1 in  particular  that  "by  1992, 
economic and political cohesion 
[and  economic  growth]  in  the 
E.C.  will  be  stronger.  This  is 
why we cannot afford to let the 
gap  widen  between  the  E.C. 
and its neighbors to the South 
....  "  He  added  that the E.C. 
needs to keep its markets open, 
improve  market  access  wher-
ever possible, and support eco-
nomic reforms. 
The Commission will allocate 6 
million  ECU  for  small- and  me-
dium-sized  industries  (SMI)  in 
Central  America  to  help  that 
region get back on its feet and 
to  strengthen  the  role  of  the 
Central American Bank of Eco-
nomic  Integration  (CABEI)  as a 
driving force for  regional inte-
gration. This aid is an extension 
of a  1984 program cofinanced 
by  the  Commission  and  Italy 
(for 20 million ECU and 2. 7 mil-
lion  ECU  respectively),  and  is 
one of  the largest aid  projects 
for  Costa  Rica,  El  Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nic-
aragua. 
The project provides for ex-
pansion  of  a foreign  exchange 
fund,  administered  by  the 
CABEI,  giving  SMIS  access  to 
easy-term credit, and for Euro-
pean  technical  assistance  at 
various  levels  intended  to  im-
prove the working methods of 
commercial banks  and  to  sup-
port the SMis  in preparing, im-
plementing,  and  supervising 
credit operations. 
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Continued from  page 32. 
send that, in view of the aging, declining 
'West German population, will ensure con-
tinued strong growth through the 1990s. 
:Moreover, studies show that the boost to 
the  labor  force  may  be  worth  an  addi-
tional! percent real annual growth in the 
early 1990s. 
According  to  Dieter  Brauninger,  an 
economist  at Deutsche  Bank  in  Frank-
furt,  the newcomers could  not have  ar-
rived at a better time,  since West Ger-
many  is  now  in  a  period  of  dynamic 
growth and needs to fill  gaps created by 
the fall  in the birth rate of the past two 
decades.  "In  the  medium  and  longer 
term,  we  are  optimistic  that both  pro-
ductivity and consumption will rise, which 
in  tum will  have  a  beneficial  effect  on 
investment," says Brauinger. In addition, 
the extra earnings and  spending  gener-
ated by  the new  arrivals  will  lead  to  a 
sharp rise in  tax revenue that will  help 
pay  future  pensions,  according  to  the 
Bonn Finance Ministry. 
The  ailing  East  German  economy, 
moreover,  offers  enormous  potential  to 
its capacity-stretched Western neighbor 
if it liberalizes and moves at least partly 
toward a market economy. West German 
firms would then be the obvious contend-
ers to modernize its outdated industrial 
infrastructure and revitalize its economic 
potential. 
Although  there  is  greater  scope  for 
East-West  ventures  in  East  Germany 
than in  any  other East European state, 
these  have  to  be  made  possible  by  the 
East German state, which must relax its 
control of  the economy,  allow  outsiders 
in, and offer them investment protection 
agreements. Count Otto Lambsdorff, the 
leader of the West German Free Demo-
cratic Party, the junior government coali-
tion  partner, and  himself a former  Eco-
nomics  Minister,  says  the  first  step 
should  be  to  mobilize  private  capital  in 
West Germany, after which government-
backed credits could be  considered. 
The prospect  of  economic  expansion 
eastward is  relished by many West Ger-
man companies, which have recently wo-
ken  up  to  the  potential  offered  by  the 
single European market after 1992. The 
result has been a jump in German share 
values,  which  had  previously  been  de-
pressed  by  international  rate  consider-
ations. "The East German factor can only 
be  positive  for  us,"  commented  one 
Frankfurt broker. "The hour of the social 
market  economy  has  come  as  the  bell 
tolls  for  the  final  end  of  the  Socialist 
planned  economic  system,"  added  an-
other.  E 
SUMMIT 
Continued from  page 23. 
response  to  the  absence  of  any  official 
European presence at the early Decem-
ber Malta summit meeting between So-
viet leader Mikhail  Gorbachev and  U.S. 
Presidel}t George Bush,  and an attempt 
to prevent the subject of change in East-
em  Europe  from  dominating  the  E.C. 
summit in Strasbourg, scheduled for De-
cember 8 and 9. 
The rapid developments in Eastern Eu-
rope  have  been highlighted  recently by 
spectacular  scenes  of  people  hacking 
holes in  the Berlin Wall  and flooding  by 
the millions through the new openings to 
taste a bit of Western civilization for the 
first  time.  Meanwhile,  large,  unofficial 
rallies  in  Bulgaria  and  Czechoslovakia 
have demanded free elections and sweep-
ing  changes  in  how  the  countries  are 
governed. 
These changes have widened and com-
plicated the E.C.'s debate about the cre-
ation of a single market and the Commu-
nity's  path  toward  economic  and 
monetary union (EMU), which is scheduled 
to begin in July 1990 with increased eco-
nomic coordination and the elimination of 
capital  controls throughout most  of  the 
Community. Fears that the changes tak-
ing place in Eastern Europe could derail 
the implementation of EMU, which will be 
discussed at the December E.C. summit, 
were  fueled  by  remarks  made  by 
Thatcher before  the Saturday meeting, 
who stated that "we must not allow our-
selves to become obsessed with the de-
tails of the Community's internal business 
as though nothing were happening else-
where."  Mitterrand  and  Delors,  how-
ever, have argued that a quicker move to 
monetary union would enable the E.C. to 
better cope  with  the  new  political  and 
economic situation. 
Mitterrand'  s  impromptu  summit  re-
sponded to another concern that has been 
voiced  in  Western  political,  press,  and 
academic circles: that the idea of reuni-
fication  (however distant) and  the Bonn 
Government's focus  on  East Germany's 
evolution would distract it from its com-
mitment to the West and European eco-
nomic  integration.  The  V/est  German 
Government has moved swiftly to dispel 
this fear,  however.  "We  know  we  don't 
live  alone  in  this  world,"  stated  Kohl, 
adding  that  "the German  problem  can 
only be  solved under a European roof." 
Reuters contributed to this article. Jean-
nine Johnson is contributing editor at Eu-
rope. 
REAL ESTATE 
Continued from  page 39. 
Healey & Baker last year highlighted the 
potential of shopping  center rental per-
formance. A retail boom is currently un-
derway. 
Any  business or investor contemplat-
ing  a move  further afield  must be  fully 
aware of the internal legislative process 
of  each  member  state.  While  the  E.C. 
aims  to  harmonize  direct  and  indirect 
taxation  by  introducing  a  common  tax 
rate base and value added taxes as well as 
a levy of excise duties, no single act will 
be  able  to  eradicate  these  differences. 
The  complexities  of  the  different  legal 
structures of each country must be thor-
oughly  investigated  and  expert  advice 
must be sought. This refers to leases, the 
statutory rights of  landlord  and  tenant, 
banking laws, foreign exchange controls, 
and local planning constraints. 
Lease  structures  vary  enormously 
from country to country. The lease term 
in  the  United  Kingdom  is  generally  25 
years, while five-, nine-, or 1  0-year terms 
are more usual on the Continent. In Bel-
gium,  for  example,  the landlord can re-
cover most of his outlays from the tenant, 
including  management  fees,  insurance, 
and  property taxes. In  the Netherlands, 
on the other hand, the landlord can per-
haps recover the least. 
The  cost  of  purchase  again  varies 
widely, although in some instances this is 
taken  into  account  in  establishing  the 
investor's  net  yield.  In  Spain  and  the 
Netherlands, property transfer tax is  at 
the rate of 6 percent, in Germany it is 2 
percent, in Belgium 12.5 percent, and in 
France  16.6  percent.  The  rates  apply 
principally to what might be described as 
second-hand  buildings.  Different  rates 
and rules apply to new construction, on 
top of which legal and other professional 
fees  must  be  added  on  a  sliding  scale 
ranging  between  3  percent and  5  per-
cent. 
Any  investor  contemplating  interna-
tional investment should be aware of for-
eign currency exposure. The single mar-
ket is still a long way from developing a 
European currency,  and  exchange rates 
are therefore still very much governed by 
the economic position of the country. 
For those considering diversifying into 
the European property market, the vari-
ety of  restrictions  currently in  force-
and  likely  to  continue  to  exist  after 
1992-must be  fully  understood.  Each 
country will still possess its own national 
flavor, and sound local knowledge of each 
market within  the E.C.  is  therefore re-
quired if  businesses are to capitalize on 
the abounding opportunities of 1992.  E 
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D  Europe  Without  Frontiers-
Completing  the  Internal  Market. 
European  Documentation  No.  2/89, 
Commission, Brussels,  1989, 68 pages. 
Third edition of a booklet describing the 
1992 program.  Free 
D  Europe  Without  Frontiers:  A 
Review Half-Way to 1992. European 
File No.  10/89,  Commission, Brussels, 
june-july 1989,  11  pages. Summary  of 
the  mid-term  progress  report  on 
1992.  Free 
D  Eurobarometer: Public Opinion 
and Europe. European File No.  9/89, 
Commission, Brussels, june-july 1989, 
11 pages. Brief analysis of the results of 
public  opinion  polls,  conducted  since 
1973,  on  the  Community  and  related 
issues.  Free 
D  The European Community Bud-
get. European File No. 11/89, Commis-
sion, Brussels, August-September 1989, 
11 pages. Basic explanation of the Com-
munity  budget  and  budgetary 
process.  Free 
D  Nuclear Safety: The European 
Community  Following  the 
Chernobyl Accident.  European  File 
No.  12/89,  Commission,  Brussels, Au-
gust-September 1989,  11  pages.  Outline 
of actions taken by the Community. Free 
D  Public Procurement in the Ex-
cluded Sectors. Bulletin of the Euro-
pean Communities, Supplement No.  6/ 
88,  Commission,  Brussels,  1988,  165 
pages.  Commission  communication  and 
two proposals for Council Directives re-
lating  to  water, energy,  transport  and 
t~lecommunications, dated  October 11, 
1988.  Free 
D  Takeover and  Other  General 
Bids.  Bulletin of the  European  Com-
munities.  Supplement No.  3/89,  Com-
mission, Brussels, 1989, 22 pages.  Pro-
posal  of  the  Commission  for  a  13th 
Council Directive on company law. Free 
D  Disclosure  Requirements  for 
Branches;  Single-Member  Private 
Limited Companies.  Bulletin  of the 
European  Communities,  Supplement 
No.  5/88,  Commission, Brussels,  1988, 
21  pages.  Proposals  of  the Commission 
for  the  11th  and  12th  company  law 
directives, respectively.  Free 
D  Europe's  Parliament  and  the 
Single  Act.  European  Parliament, 
London, May 1989, 8 pages. Description 
of the new powers granted to the Euro-
pean  Parliament  under  the  Single 
Act.  Free 
D  Joint Research Center Annual 
Report 1988. Commission,  Brussels, 
1989, 100 pages. Review of the research 
activities  conducted  by  the  Joint  Re-
search Centers in 1988.  Free 
D  INFO  92/SCAD.  Commission, 
Brussels,  1989, 6 page  leaflet.  Informa-
tion flyer on the INFO 92 and SCAD data 
bases.  Free 
D  Online to Europe. Office  of Press 
and Public Affairs,  Washington,  D.C., 
1989,  13 pages. Extracts of an article by 
Colin  Hensley,  published  in  Database, 
December 1989, on  EC  data bases and 
how to access them.  Free 
D  Telecommunications in Europe. 
European  Affairs  No.  3/89,  Elsevier, 
Amsterdam,  1989,  128 pages.  Sample 
issue containing a special section on tele-
communications  along  with  articles  on 
1992,  Spain  and  the  EC,  and  world 
competitiveness.  Free 
D  Community Competition Policy. 
Economic and Social Committee, Brus-
sels,  1987,  23 pages.  A comprehensive 
brief on the European Community's pol-
icy to date, and how it impacts the eco-
nomic  and  social  infrastructure  of  EC 
nations.  $5.00 
D The Community Labour Force 
Survey in the 1990s: Proceedings 
of  the  Seminar.  Statistical  Office, 
Luxembourg, 1987, 416 pages. This sur-
vey  includes  information  compiled  by 
statisticians,  economists,  analysts  and 
other data users from all member states. 
It  includes  information  on  unemploy-
ment, classification of groups in the labor 
force,  previous  labor  force  surveys, 
changes in the labor force, and the future 
of labor force surveys.  $14.00 
D  Panorama of EC Industry 1989. 
Commission, Brussels, 1988,  710 pages. 
The  most  comprehensive,  up-to-date 
picture available  on  over  125 manufac-
turing sectors and services in the Euro-
pean Community. You'll find data on pro-
duction and consumption for each sector, 
as  well  as  import  and  export  perfor-
mance, and a forecast based on current 
trends. Of particular interest is the mac-
roeconomic  outlook  that  projects  Eu-
rope's  share  of  important  markets  in 
1993 vis  a vis  the US  and  Japan.  The 
report on EC emerging industries charts 
the expected growth and consumption of 
consumer  electronics,  computer-inte-
grated  manufacturing,  biotechnology, 
telecommunications and  computer soft-
ware.  The  estimated EC  1993  market 
share of these significant industries com-
pared with  the US  and Japan provide a 
fascinating look  at where the European 
nations  expect  the  internal  market  to 
position  them  in  these forward-moving 
sectors.  $25.00 
D  Demographic and Labour Force 
Analysis  Based on Eurostat Data 
Bank.  Statistical  Office,  Luxembourg, 
1988, 57  pages. This study is divided into 
three portions. The first looks at growth 
of  the  labor  force  in  relation  to  the 
growth  and  changing  age  structure  of 
the total population as well as the influ-
ence of  changing male  and  female  par-
ticipation  rates  on  total  employment. 
The second presents the latest available 
age data and  examines the evolution of 
numbers in the working age and depen-
dent groups.  And  the last section com-
bines labor force  participation  rate and 
population  projection  data  to  obtain  an 
indication of the possible future level of 
the  labor  force  and  unemploy-
ment.  $7.00 
D  Employment  and  Unemploy-
ment 1988. Statistical Office,  Luxem-
bourg,  1988,  230  pages.  This  volume 
shows  trends  in  the  labor  market  be-
tween 1970 and 1986 in the 12 Member 
States.  It includes  statistics on  popula-
tion,  working  population,  employment 
and  employees,  foreign  workers,  coal 
and steel industries, unemployment, va-
cancies, industrial disputes, and working 
time.  Divisions  of  the  NACE  are  also 
addressed. Multilingual.  $26.00 
D  Horizontal Mergers and Compe-
tition Policy in the European Com-
munity.  European  Economy  No.  40, 
Commission,  Brussels,  May  1989,  98 
pages.  Provides  intriguing  insights into 
one  of  the most  vital  questions  of  the 
integrated market-How much will the 
EC  regulate  mergers and  acquisitions? 
This study provides an excellent synthe-
sis of current merger activity in the EC. 
Next, this vital report looks at some of 
the merger situations the  EC  wants  to 
discourage:  Mergers  that  are  not 
prompted by the desire to improve effi-
ciency.  Multinational  oligopolies  that 
abuse dominant market positions. Collu-
sive  behavior.  State  intervention. 
"Must" reading on one of the most de-
bated topics to emerge from the creation 
of the single market.  $19.00 
D  International Trade of the Euro-
pean  Community-A  Review  of 
Certain  Aspects  of  the  External 
Trade of the Community. European 
Economy No. 39, Commission, Brussels, 
March  1989,  112 pages.  This, the most 
recent  annual  report  in  the  European 
Economy series, describes and analyzes 
the main trends in the international trade 
of the EC.  $19.00 
D  Credit Institutions: Community 
Measures  Adopted  or  Proposed. 
Commission, Brussels, 1989, 294 pages. 
This report describes the Council Direc-
tive  on  the  abolition  of  restrictions on 
freedom of establishment and freedom to 
provide  services with  respect to  banks 
and other financial  institutions. Includes 
a proposal for a Second Council Directive 
on the coordination of laws,  regulations 
and administrative provisions relating to 
the taking-up and pursuit of the business 
of credit institutions.  $29.50 
D  Safety  in  Hazardous  Wastes. 
The European Foundation for the  Im-
provement of  Living and Working, Dub-
lin, 1987, 95 pages. This is a condensed 
version of the proceedings produced by a 
European Round  Table concerning haz-
ardous  wastes.  It  presents  conclusions 
and recommendations from the working 
groups.  This  informative  and  well-pre-
sented  publication  makes  a  significant 
contribution to the continuing debate on 
the  problems  presented  by  hazardous 
wastes  to  people  and  the  environ-
ment.  $5.30 
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Use ATI's translation services to overcome the language barrier. 
As international challenges and opportunities  In addition to written translations, ATI  provides 
increase, so does the demand for foreign-language  typesetting for multilingual publications, and inter-
expertise.  preters for speaking engagements. Whatever your 
ATI  can satisfy all of your translation needs,  foreign-language need, written or oral, here or abroad, 
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From and into 110 different languages, from  ATI's clients include Apple, Blue Cross, Chevron, 
legalese to computerese, we speak and write  Coca-Cola, Federal Express, Ford, Fujitsu, General 
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